Professor Joseph Donohue
Department of English
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, Massachusetts 01002
Dear Joe,
Got ~ack yesterday. Have been thinking about your problems ever since
leaving, and can see no way of solving them as long as the present stance
of your computer center persists. I believe the problem is much more
serious than you realize.
As you said in your last letter, our common needs dictate cooperation, but
the cooperation is all on my part unless the UMAss attitude improves radically. As far as I can ascertain from our talks, they propose a system
that is outrageously expensive, disastrously inefficient, and unable to deliver the goods. Worst of all, they propose it with a supreme confidence
that makes it impossible to discuss the various options with them. They've
got itAworked out.
1. Outrageously expensive: keypunching; $5.00/hour connect time for terminal use; $100,000 "system analysis and, cp_?,i~g". ,

~~~

2. Disastrously inefficient. They'veAan overiy~complex and redundant cardoriented syntax that will cost you many man-hours of data entry and errorcorrection. It defies the logic of my article on "The Production of MachineReadable Text." They also propose that their editing system is as good as
SITAR. But it takes three separate commands to locate, correct, and verify
a correction with their system. It is line-oriented (cannot call up a whole
passage for correction). SITAR requires one command to call up as much as
15 lines of text, correct, and verify the correction. The correction requires no more than two keystrokes more than the actual writing of the correct text, and the positioning of the cursor. Visual control of cursor positioning prevents correcting the wrong place. SITAR is also the most efficient text-entry system that I know of. (See above article)
3. Unable to deliver the goods. The point was clearly made that the retrieved unit of the system they planned would be the complete playbill containing the item sought for. If you asked for Garrick's roles you would get
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2500 playbills, each of which contained a role somewhere. LSIB would give
you only role, title, date and theatre. Only a system which uses the performance of a role by an actor as the basic unit of data can give you what
you want. The "indexes" they plan to make are, like their data entry system,
archaic--simple inverted files entirely lacking in the complex &i~ple in·¥&r-=t.ed4H-es-ent-:i:r-ely-1~plex interlacing of pointers that
typifies modern data bases. In other words, the indexes, though they will
speed up retrieval, are nothing spectacular.
If the University of Massachusetts facility is to be any use to-you, they
must implement SITAR, and at the very least relieve you of the $5/hour connect charge. It would cost you $200/40 hour week just to use a terminal on
that system. The connect time charge is there to prevent people from hogging
terminals. But hogging a terminal or two is an absolute necessity for a
project like yours, and this really punitive charge should be omitted in your
special case. You ought to go over the computer center's head about this
(about everything) and discuss your whole project at least at the vicepresidential level. They should also be ready to implement the London Stage
retrieval system (if it can be released to you). They have shown no inclination whatever to consider these options and their doubts about feasibility are entirely unconvincing.
c(_

Here is 1,cheaper, more efficient, and capable procedure. I am not in a posi~ion to promise a thing, but ~e must consider alternatives to the UMass
solution.
1. Separate the Information Bank from the two research projects, putting
it under an independent executive board composed of equitable representation from both projects, and some neutrals.
2. LSIB makes available to you SITAR, UMass 1 s type of indexes to your data,
and programs for retrieving from them, written in BASIC (cost about 3 month's
programming?).
'
3.

You implement these on the UMass computer.

OR •••••

4. You buy your own PDPll and they are already implemented because they
are written for this machine. If you cannot get them to waive connect
time, it is much cheaper for you to buy a computer. To edit for a year of
40-hour weeks would cost you $10,000. Ten years of such editing would cost
$100,000. For less you can have all contained under heading #2, plus
several terminals.
I present #4 in dead seriousness. At the very least it will cause UMass to
see how ridiculous the connect time charge is. But it would also give you
complete independence from a_self-serving computer center. DEC, under a
maintenance contract, would keep your computer going, and with our software
there should be no problems. DEC would certainly agree to software compatability as a condition of sale.
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I would very much like to have your point for point reactions to these ideas.
I see no future in the course outlined at UMass last month. Joe, it pains me
a great deal, but I cannot in conscience support their proposal, and if your
projects adopts it I will have to resign from the advisory board.
Sincerely,

1)e!~

Ben R. '-Schneider, Director .
The London Stage Project
BRS:rl
cc:
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24 September 1974
Professor
The Londo
Lawrence
Appleton
Dear Ben
I'm replying as soon as possible after receipt of
your letter of 16 September, with a view to your
impending conference with Vernon Sternberg and Winchester Stone. Jim and I have recently had some
intensive sessions aimed at replying in detail to
your earlier letter. But we have done so in the
context of impending deadlines for submission of
grant applications to ACLS, APS, Guggenheim, and
Folger, with NEH in the offing. The letter that
follows here, long as it is, should be regarded as
no more than a draft of what will be at a later
date a more considered response. Its purpose is
merely to show you the current drift of our minds.
Obviously, the decisions made at this juncture-once they are made--will affect everything afterwards. We hope that, in sharing this response with
your colleagues, you'll regard it simply as another
stage in a series of ongoing talks.
Let us take the points in your 4 September letter
one by one, as you requested.
1. "outrageously expensive."
1.1 Keypunching. Keypunching has been adopted
only by default. It is being used only initially, as
a convenient means of entering data into the computer on a small scale. \Vithout it we would not be
able to have any data to look at. We don't view
keypunch as the optimal method. Obviously it is a
slow, painstaking, error-prone, and high-cost way of
getting 1,ooo,ooo,ooo characters into the computer.
As you suggested, we suspect that optical scanning
is the best way, since it is fast and, on a large
volume basis, acceptable in cost, and since it also
enables us to work with contributing editors who have
nothing more than an IBM Selectric and an OCR-B ball.
The hypothetical editor in Saskatoon who has such a
typewriter is in business; he can even load it into
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his car along with reams of' paper, take off' for the northern wilds,
and, with power obtained from a gasoline generator, transcribe
from microfilm reader to typewritten copy, renewing his energies
for this slogging work with a little dry fly fishing on the side.
The third alternative--which we do not see as exclusive, but as
additional--is the CRT terminal. You have rightly emphasized its
desirability as an editing device. Obviously it can also be used
for input. But we naturally do not want to use it as primary or
sole input device, for two reasons: (1) it would be outrageously
expensive to buy enough terminals to do the job if' they were farmed
out to contributing editors and put on line (say, via telephone)
to UMass; or outrageously slow ~rith just one or two in use locally,
by full-time hired help, because of' the huge volume of information;
(2) having the CRT locally as sole input device would throw a great
deal of' the cost on us, whereas if' vm put initial encoding (and
editing too, where possible) in the hands of' contributing editors
and their local set-up, we save ourselves a lot of' money and we
_
give editors the chance to control their O\"ffi work much more. (If/
we do indeed go the route of' optical scanning, we would prepare/
tapes from typed transcriptions sent in by editors, then return
the tapes to them for local editing.)
·
1.2 $5.00/hour connect charge. Obviously, this is something
that must be looked into and negotiated. On the other hand, i f our
understanding is correct, we will be able within a year to implement the on-line/off-line modal option required for using the Beehive or similar CRT. I presume that this would materially decreas.e l
the amount of connect time.
_..,..,...----:vi·;· (~,r...
/

/

-~). j

·I

1.3 "$100,000 system analysis and coding." We.9-gr~e that thisfigure is very high, but we are not yet convinced,it is unreasonable.
It is our understanding that the figure includes /coding--coding
fifty times as many characters as encoded in the LSIB.· It also
includes, we are told, the cost of an optical scanning device, which
we may be able to persuade the university to purchase, or help us
purchase, and allow other projects to use. (The UMass Computer
Center is now actively exploring this option.)

Obviously, part of this high cost is programming. We would like to
save money here too, but it is not clear to us that we have any alternative except to go ahead and spend money on programming. Obviously, we would like to be able to take advantage of the programming that has been done for the LSIB, i f this were both technically
and administratively feasible. As mentioned in our August conference, however, we need to have full retrieval and editing capability
locally in order to do our job as editors; this means we need full
programming locally. We realize you disagree with this point of
view, and we would like to ask you what actual arrangements you
would propose whereby we could do our prope:r: edj ting_jo.b..i.f'._all._
~ur data were at Lawrence
____............-,.--..- (as you suggest in your 16 September letter).

~

-

__

.

An additional proplem arises. The new UMass computer, CDC Cyber 70
Model 74, is fast, executing three million instructions per second.
~\ .v\ ~ ilable fo
use, we are attracted by the possibil~~~\ ities and practical advantages o using it. If' we do so, we believe
~
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we must use the programming languages it is designed for--Fortran,
Cobol, etc.--and consequently must find ways to adapt or make compatible programs in other languages. If such programs were available to us, we would then need to investigate the factors of cost
and time involved in achieving this compatibility. The fact is,
however, that we feel relatively uninformed on this issue of "compatibility" and are seeking further information.
2. "disastrously inefficient."

~·

)

Jt}vU
· v

There is obviously a difference in point of view on the relative
efficiency of SITAR versus the editing and retrieval programs envisioned by our Computer Center. Let me try to describe our understanding of their point of view. The terrifically high volume of
data involved in LS 1800-1900 directly affects efficiency. ~'/hat
may be efficient for 21 million characters may not be efficient for
one billion. To put_t~is_more precisely: our u~derstanding ~s .
tha_t,~_Y:?U lJ.S~ _a seguent~al search system·~-., Even \VJ.th your 21 m~ll~on
characters, considerable time is involved in accessing for certain
jobs. (In your essay "Using SITAR," you describe yourself as sitting and reading a book or writing a letter while the machine grinds
away; we would be happy to be persuaded otherwise, but we honestly
don't understand how that can be considered efficient, while what
we propose is "disastrously inefficient.") In the view of our computer people, sequential search is not efficient for our huge number
of characters. Consequently, they want to implement what they call
"index sequential and random access techniques," which, they claim,
greatly reduc~ access time. Nevertheless, even if this is so, we
remain unsure whether SITAR might not still be used or adapted for
such a system. We think we need more information on this point, as
on others, and are exploring it further.

fl'V\

From the standpoint of efficiency, another great advantage that seems
sett~ng UJ? our system here_ is t!'1ey_WA8§lr of...s_gmp_at~_!?le__~
h~¥._·qY,b~.:r:...c.C?~u.te~s.,_~n th~s country and abroa·athat m~ght be useCfOy our
'. 111
•1 Dv\
·9ontributing ea:~tors as "local" input and editing systems. 0. G.
~v\f
(v ~,'
~Fockett, our editor for 1800-1810, reports that his univers!ty,
~·
,;VJ J\'l\Indiana, has such a computer. Imperial College, University of Lon-=v "~, ,:;.
\:.·/J1)..·don, has one also (even faster than the UMass model), and we see
.,ft'-~,v -~·
~~
substantial advantages in having access to a fully compatible com- 11r \-.A\fi!Jl~
puter in the same city where the majority of our data will be col- vvv
_}'-.!
r lected. There are other Cybe_! comp~ters at close to t~enty institu-.-..
~ions here ~d abroad. <Understandably',-·· our ·1ong.;;.;rarige consideration \
~
--:-rrs··-that--the overall system we adopt should be one that has the best
\
JUVVX{ chance of being widely and generally accessible. We are told that
\)
ltJtr~hese chances are high with equipment that adheres, as Cyber 74 does')
· J to current ANSI standards.
____.-/
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.Still another ad-vant.age, according to our
of
hardware and software sophistication at uv~ss. This is evidently a
moot point in view of your suggestion in your point J. of our being
tied by archaic data entry systems. This is still another point on
which we would like greater enlightenment.

-43. "unable to deliver the goods."
Vle 're confused by this allegation.

Is there possibly an unacknowledged difference in vocabulary _here? ., Do you not store your information as full playb:i,lls?_ . fSurely you don't mean that you have a
r , i\ 7coir1pJ.et-e-ry-sepafate- set of data organized exclusively by actor~- ___. /
\f. ~J..; \ role?/. You say, "Only ~ sys~em which uses t~e performance of a role
;:
"by an· actor as the basJ.c unJ. t of data can gJ. ve you what you want."
1
Is this really your basic unit of data? \\That about the basic fact
l
that a certain piece is performed by a certain theatre on a given
~tv
night--i.e., your *P classification? And if you want the whole
v tQ
playbill, as you do when you are editing it, don't you call for it
)t
just the way we would? What happens in a given theatre on a given
\
night is our concept of the basic unit of data; after all, we are
compiling a calendar of performances. We have to ask, why is an
actor-role the most desirable "basic unit" instead of, say, a unit
compounded of play-author, or play-theatre, or play-genre, or
scenery-scene designer, or even playbill-printer? It seems clear
that all these units are desirable to have, depending on the
researcher's needs; and since they are all contained within the full
playbill entry, that playbill then would logical~y become what might
be called the "master retrieval unit." The system of indexes that
our computer people envision would enable us to go directly to these
discrete units, ·just as you go directly to an actor-role unit. That
is, the proposal here is that the basic storage unit is the full
playbill, but this is supported by a number of full indexes for the
most important elements in that bill. Much sophisticated retrieval
can be done swiftly by means of these indexes. Moreover, we intend
to demand, in our specifications, the same kind of access to unstructured text that you have by means of SITAR. The access to misspellings, for example, that you discuss in "Using SITAR" would be
a feature that we want too. Our understanding of the phrase "index
sequential and random access techniques11 is perhaps no more than
rudimentary, but what we understand by this is, in effect, a capability to find information in the data bank with high efficiency. As
editors we dare not settle-for anything less. We presume that this
capability will be the result of the "complex interlacing of pointers"
that you allege our system will not have. All we can say is, we
know what results we want, and we will accept only a system that
provides the capability to achieve them. We think that SITAR is an
admirable system, partly because we have seen it in oper~ion under
your control. Whether we use SITAR or devise our own system to
accomplish the same thing is a question we cannot answerright now,
apparently, partly because of the complex proprietary interests involved and partly because it is unclear just what the compatibility
of SITAR is with the UMass system. This last is a point that we are
striving to clear up through consultation, and it has our top priority.
We agree with you that the scale and complexity of our enterprise
make it necessary that we receive .special concessions from lf.LVIass.
We will shortly be engaging in high-level consultations toward this
end. In any such consultation, one of our top priorities would
obviously have to be the need to implement the most efficient editing
and retrieval system. Your word for this is SITAR, and we agree that
SITAR (or its compatible equivalent) is exactly or else very close to
being what we want.

-5In urging us to implement SITAR, however, you add a crucial parenthetical point: "They should also be ready to implement the London
Stage retrieval system (if' it can be released to you)." The parenthetical condition is, of' course, a crucial matter but one out
of' our control. Bef'ore we can go f'urther, we would need to know
whether the system can be released to us. But let us speculate on
the assumption that it may. VIe would then be in a position to
\A insist that this system become the basis for the editing andreI! trieval system, implemented f'or LS 1800-1900 at U1Jlass, unless we
! were absolutely convinced that it just would not work on Cyber 74.
1
We think that our leverage here would be the f'act that, whatever
system is f'inally implemented, we want the same editing and retrieval capability that you now enjoy with SITAR; it's up to UMass
to provide us with this. Possibly the best wa¥, f'rom the standpoint
of' cost and/or ef'f'iciency, is to use (or adapt) SITAR. We think
that still remains to be seen, and, as we have said, this remains
our top priority.
On the other hand, if' SITAR were not to be made available to us,
what choice do we have but to go the route that the UMass people
have sketched out? We see the point of your suggestion number 4
(page 2, bottom) that we buy our own PDP11, since at least this
suggestion illuminates the actual costliness of the $5.00/hour
connect charge. But what do we do with that PDP11 \rithout the
LSIB programs written for that machine? We reiterate once again
our view that we vlOn r t be satisfied with capabilities inf'erior to
those you have achieved or are achieving with SITAR. The only
question is, how do we obtain at least that much capability? ·
If' we read the implications of your f'our-point proposal (page 2)
correctly, you mean that we must install ourselves and remain in
the driver's seat throughout this long process. Let us assure you,
·~ have already made it clear to our computer center that we will
set all the specifications f'or our work, and they have agreed to
work to our specifications. We think it would be intolerable as
well as inappropriate to have terms dictated to us, which, we infer,
you are suggesting is happening now. But it is also natural and
inevitable (one may say without cynicism) that everyone involved
in this project, or any project, has a special interest. We presume that the prestige of the institution is partly what is at
stake for UMass; it would be very surprising if it were not. But
we have even more at stake, and we must try to do the~llest
justice to the essential nature of the research project while at
the same time balancing the special interests and claims of all
parties involved.
This point leads, we believe, to the first of the alternatives
you propose on page 2 of your letter. If we understand your proposal correctly, you are suggesting that a fresh entity be formed,
still to be called the London Stage In'formation Bank: something
separate and distinct from either of the two research projects but
acting as the governing board of' both projects. We think that
this suggestion should be explored by all of us, together, in a
meeting called as soon as mutually convenient. We would be happy

-6to host such a meeting here in Amherst, if you can find travel
money--another large "If" these days!--or to go somewhere else
(e.g. to New York at the December MLA meeting) to meet with you
and any others interested in attending. We like your idea of
having neutral persons on this proposed executive board, and we
wonder if Joe Rabin would be a likely candidate {despite his
present remove in California on sabbatical)?
In any case, it seems clear that we must do our utmost to resolve
the problems that have arisen, to the satisfaction of all concerned.
One of the largest of these problems seems to lie in the area of
proprietary interests. We are beginning to explore this matter
with our contributing editors and would certainly like to do so
with your b§IB Advisory Board.
·
Another topic we need to consider is the future application of the
computer systems for textual editing and retrieval now being implemented. We think it's inevitable that, before long, someone
will come along who wants to do The New York Stage or The Philadelphia Stage or The Manchester Stage. Moreover, we ourselves,
or others as mad as we are, might some day want to do The London
Stage 1900-2000. It might not even be "some day," because the
fact is that the LSIB idea is perfect to serve as a basis for a
data bank for contemporary theatre history, beginning now. Why
not find a way to make such data gathering techniques available
to theatre collections and/or universities in or near current
theatrical centers, and persuade curators (and administrators) that
at least some of the time now spent in laborious newspaper clipping
and card indexing ought to be spent entering data into an on-site
terminal? Why not hold a conference with the American Theatre Library Association and attempt to persuade them of these things,
perhaps also persuade them that cataloguing by computer is the only
efficient way to "cross-index" all their multifarious holdings-and perhaps even suggest that every organizational aspect of maintaining a theatre collection should be arranged with a view toward
the eventual entry of materials themselves, or fully accessible
reference to their contents, into a computer data bank?
Pie in the sky? Right now it is, but don't we have an obligation
to ourselves and future scholars to talk these things over, plan
for the future, and implement as much as we can now? We are ready
and willing, and we trust you and your colleagues are too. We look
forward to your reply as the next stage of continuing discussion.

And we trust also that the length and {we hope) the substance of
this letter are evidence of our firm intention, which we reiterate
now, of working with you and your colleagues toward an amicable
and mutually beneficial settlement of these crucial matters.
Yours sincerely

~
Donohue

Jos~ph·,
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9 Washington Mews
New York,N.Y. 10003
30 September 1974

PRESIDENT

President Thomas s. Smith
Lawrehce University
Appleton
54911
Wisconsin

Dear President Smith,
I have j~st returned from another very pleasant
visit to Lar~ence. I went to confer with BeD R. Schneider about the
prtogress and problems of the London State Information Bank. The week end
was successful, especially since I had the chance to renew acquaintance with
Dean Headrick,to meet at Ben's house some of ~rour agreeable faculty, and
to give a talk to a pleasing group of students on Garrick's acting of
Shakespeare in the 18th century.

Sorry I had no chance to call on you, but I write
now about a thought which c~me up in our computer confer ence, namely
that with Ben somewhat short-handen, what uses of the potential for
training up scholars could be made of the remarkable materials and know-how
that you people at Lawrence have now at hand.
Ben, it seems to us, has developed a fine instrument fo~
applying the new technologies to organizing and rendering easily accessible
huge masses of information in the humanities. Computers are here to stay.
If young scholars interested in theatre history could be apprenticed to Ben
for a term, new dimensions of their careers would open up both to their
advantage and that of future scholarship. I have taken the liberty to
write to some friends down at Madison to see whether some of their graduate
students might commute, or come to Appleton to see what could be arranged,
or perhaps whether Ben could be made an adjunct there to bring his know-how
to the youngsters.
Thought you might be interested in the possibilities
of spreading the training function of the Lawrence set-up to upcoming
humanists.
All the best. The Appletonians were as gracious
as ever.
Sincerely yours,

~~~
Geo. liinchester Stone,Jr.
cc. Ben Schneider
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A G R .E E M E N T

Lawrence University and University of Wisconsin-Madison

Lawrence University permits Professor Ben Schneider of its English
Department to invite graduate students from the Wisconsin Department of Theatre
and Drama to work with him as research assistants in the London Stage Project
which he directs. It is understood that William Elwood, Chairman of Graduate
Studies in the aforesaid Wisconsin department, will oversee the work that
these students do at Lawrence, and that he will visit Lawrence at least once
each Wisconsin semester to evaluate their work. Professor Schneider may dismiss any such student at his own discretion if in his opinion the student is ·
not suited to the work.
The University of Wisconsin will reimburse such research assistants
for the work they do at Lawrence and pay any commuting and other expenses in.
accordance with Wisconsin's arrangement with the students.
In return for this assistance, Professor Schneider will teach these
students how to use the London Stage system in performing the variety of
tasks that arise during their stay at Lawrence. It is assumed that by this
process they will learn how the London Stage system works and how it is
designed. Toward this end, Professor Schneider will engage them in tasks of
the degree of difficulty commensurate with their capacity at any given time.
Either the University of Wisconsin-Madison or the particular student
shall be expected to reimburse Lawrence University for costs of computer time
on the IBM 360/44 at the Institute of Paper Chemistry and computer disk space
on the Lawrence PDP 11/45 to the extent that such computer use ~s for a
student project which requires computer time and storage beyond the normal
use by the London Stage Project. The costs of these services (which may be
revised from time to time) shall be $40 per wall-clock hour on the IBM 360/44
and $1 per 256-word block per month of disk space on the PDP 11/45. Lawrence
will offer office or desk space to the student in some appropriate location
if it is available, but it cannot guarantee either.

Thomas E. Headrick
Vice President for Academic Affairs
Lawrence University
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I hope you will forgive my long delay in answering your letter of 19
February; the announcement about the NEH Research Tools program drew many
responses, which I have been ansv.rering personally.
There is no question that the London Stage Project qualifies as a research
tool, more especially since the NEH is already supporting it (your LSIB phase).
· -'-From my discussions with the NEH project people, I gather that they would welcome
your further applications, especially if they come to them with the support or encouragement of the ASECS Research Committee; indeed, they seem to have so rna~
applications for Research Tools that they are eager to have some sense, from
the learned societies in the fjefd, of the usefulness and appeal of applications.
We are planning to meet at Ne.v Haven in July. Do you think that you
could let me have eleven copies of your proposal (you might start with No. 2, but
if you wish to include all three remaining portions mentioned in your letter, it
might give us a more general overview) by the middle of lY.Ia.y? Since you have
made such proposals before, I won't go into detail about the form it should take;
you will know all about this.
I note that David M:ann has offered you the information base for his
Congreve concordance. I ran into David at our Knoxville regional meeting last week;
he told me that he and his wife are planning a research tools application, too.
With best wishes,

Paul J. Korshin
Executive Secretary
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1975

Professor Ben Ross Schneider, Jr.
The London Stage Project
Lawrence University
Appleton, Wisconsin 54911

Il3ar Professor Schneider:
I am finally writing up the results of our Research Committee's
discussions last July, and hope you will forgive me for taking so long to comment
on the proposal you sent us (unfortunately, we were just swamped -- and we
have rather limited secretarial help this year).
Your memorandum to me of 10 ~tober, with your ~tober 1975 Newsletter,
proved helpful in answering some of the questions the Committee had about the
proposal. We were unanimous in agreeing that the London Stage Information Bank
was a qualified research tool. However, we had a number of questions about its
likely audience and the usefulness to which it would be put. We thought that your
application should speak more to such matters as (1) who woulq use the tool, and
(2) how broad would its use be outside of theatre history. How much does a search
cost? How long would it take? We wonder whether you could include more detail
on these matters in your final application.
The research committee meets again on 12 ~cember 1975. If you could
let us have, by 24 November, a redrafted version of your May 1975 proposal,
stressing the information I mention above (9 copies, please), we will discuss it
when we gather and draft a letter of support for the NEH.
Once again, I regret the long delay in replying to your many nice letters,
and hope that you will have time to prepare a final proposal by late next month.

Executive Secretary

PROPOSAL TO ADD
THREE BIELIOGRAPHIES
TO
THE LONDON STAGE INFORMATION BANK

SUEMITTED BY
BEN Ross ScHNEIDER~ Jp
PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH
LAHRENCE UNIVERSITY~ APPLETON~ WISCONSIN
MAY 1975
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I:ACI<:GROUNJ)
THE LONI:tON STA•::;E' 166 0-1::::0 0' .. A CALEN.DAR OF PLAYS' ENTERTA I Nt·1ENT ANI:t
AFTERPIECES' TOGETHER WITH CASTS' Box-RECEIPTS' AND CONTEMPORARY COMMENT'
COMPILEI:t FROM THE PLAYBILLS' NEWSPAPERS ANI:t THEATRICAL DIARIES OF THE PERIOI:t,''
EDITED FY WILLIAM VAN LENNEP' EMMETT L AvERY' ARTHUR H ScouTEN' GEoRGE
WINCHESTER STONE' JR, AND CHARLES BEECHER HoGAN' SouTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
PRESS' 1960-1968--21,000 CHARACTERS' 8000 PAGES' 11 VO~UMES--HAS NOH BEEN
CONVERTED TO A COMPUTER-ACCE3SIFLE INFORMATION BANK AT LAWRENCE UNIVERSITY'
THANKS TO GENEROUS SUPPORT FROM THE NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE HUMANITIES' THE
ANDREW MELLON FOUNDATION' A FRIEND OF LAWRENCE' AND OTHER PRIVATE DONORS' TO
WHOM HE ARE MOST GRATEFUL.
THIS ENTERPRISE IS NOH IN THE MOPPING-UP STAGE.
STUDENT EDITORS' USING AN EIGHT-PAGE RULE BOOK ARE AT PRESENT USING TRIAL
INDEXES"TO LOCATE TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS AND IRREGULAR SYNTAX IN THE COMPUTERIZED
DATA EASE.
THESE CORRECTIONS ARE MADE ON THE SCREEN OF A CATHODE RAY TUBE
TERMINAL OF LAWRENCE~$ COMPUTER.
WHEN THIS HORK IS DONE (SEPTEMBER 1976, AT
THE PRESENT RATE), THEATRE HISTORIANS HILL HAVE AN INDEX TO EVERY NAME ANI:t
TITLE IN THE WORK AND AN INFORMATION SERVICE AT LAWRENCE WHICH CAN PRO~II:tE
VARIOUS TABULATIONS OF THE FACTS AS AN AID TO I:tiGESTING THIS GIGANTIC HOARD.
THER~ ARE APPROXIMATELY FIVE NAMES OR TITLES PER LINE OF THE LONDON STAGE.
PROGRAMS DEVELOPED BY THE PROJECT BREAK DOWN PERFORMANCES INTO BASIC MOL~CULES'
A MOLECULES BEING THE PERFORMANCE OF SOMETHING BY SOMEONE ON A DATE AT A
THEATRE.
THESE MOLECULES CAN FE RETRIEVED AND SORTED AT THE ATOMIC LEVEL SO AS
TO PRODUCE THE REPERTOIRE OR STAGE CAREER OF AN ACTOR DR THE HISTORY OF A ROLE.
ANOTHER PROGRAM' SITAR <SYSTEM FOR INTERACTIVE TExT-EI:tiTING' ANALYSIS' AND
RETRIEVAL:
SEE APPENDIX 1) IS A VIRTUAL CONCORDANCE TO THE TEXT.
SINCE MORE THAN 200 ARTICLES AND BOOKS A YEAR ARE WRITTEN ON THE THEATRE
OF THE RESTORATION AND.EIGHTEENTH CENTURY' THE INFORMATION BANK~S USEFULNESS TO
SCHOLARS WORKING ALONG TRADITIONAL LINES HILL BE CONSIDERABLE.
BUT THE
AVAILABILITY OF ~ MACHINE-READABLE LONDON STAGE' 1660-1800 CHANGES THE THEATRE
HISTORIAN~S CONI:tiTIONS OF EXISTENCE IN A FUNDAMENTAL HAY.
IN A SORT OF JOHN
HENRY CONTEST' DEAN GEORGE WINCHESTER STONE' JR RECENTLY COMPILED BY HAND A
LIST OF DAVID GARRICK~S PERFORMANCES (SOME 2500) FOR HIS FORTHCOMING ACCOUNT OF
GARRICK'S STAGE CAREER.
THE LONDON STAGE PROJECT'S STEAM HAMMER PRODUCED THE
·SAME COMPILATION 40 TIMES FASTER' AND SORTED THE RESULTS TWICE' ONCE BY DATE
AND ONCE BY ROLE' TO TOP OFF ITS VICTORY.
SINCE HE HAS NOT EXPECTING TO WIN'
DEAN STONE DID NOT BREAK HIS HEART' BUT BEING A PRIME INSTIGATOR OF THE PROJECT
WAS DELIGHTED AT HOW BADLY HE LOST.
ESSENTIALLY' THE THE COMPUTER ENABLES THE
HISTORIAN TO GET OUT OF THE TREES AND LOOK AT THE FOREST.
''IF I AM A BETTER
HISTORIAN THAN OTHER t-1EN' " t·1 I CHELET ONCE SAID' "IT IS E:ECAUSE l HAI..·'E A LARGER
TABLE."
A COMPUTER MEMORY IS A VASTLY LARGER TABLE THAN MICHELET COULD EVER
HAI,.-'E HAD.
SOME OF THE USES TO HH~CH THE LONDON STAGE INFORMATION BANK MAY BE PUT CAN
BE SURMISED FROM A SURVEY OF THE ENQUIRIES ON HAND TO I:tATE:
IDENTITY OF MRS

_r

MIPTHWIT FOP AN EDITION OF MOLL FLANDERS; A ~UOTATION FROM DRYDEN;
MISBEHAVIOR
OF TEMPLARS' FOP A SMOLLET EDITION; CASTS OF SHEPIDAN~S PLAYS~ O~KEEFE~S PLAYS;
STAGING OF SHAKESPEARE~$ PLAYS; EVERY ROLE NAME IN EVERY PLAY; BO/ RECEIPTS;
RELATIVE POPULARITY OF PLAYS; PREVALENCE OF ITALIAN ACTORS; FRENCH INFLUENCE;
POLISH INFLUENCE; SPANISH INFLUENCE; TRENDS IN COMEDY~ TRAGEDY AND PANTOMIME;
ACTIVITIES OF CERTAIN SINGERS' DANCERS' AND LIBRETTISTS; SOCIAL HISTORY;
SUCCESS OF SATIRICAL PLAYS; 18TH CENTURY VOCABULARY (FOR THE OED); ELIZA
HEYHOOD~S STAGE CAREER; SALHAY~S STAGE CAREER; RICH/S OFFERINGS AS MANAGER;
CAREERS OF ACTRESSES WHO APPEARED ON THE STAGE WITH GARRICK; MATERIALS FOR A
CATALOGUE OF RESTORATION THEATRE MUSIC; THE TEN MOST POPULAR PLAYS IN THE LAST
DECADE OF THE 18TH CENTURY; THE PLAYS ON THE LONDON STAGE IN 1776.
ONE CAN
ALREADY SEE HOW COMPUTER ACCESS TO THE FACTS CREATES AN EAGERNESS TO GET A
BPOAI:OEP 1••·' I EW.
THE POWER WE HAVE TO MAKE VERY EASILY A VERY GREAT NUMBER OF ARRANGEMENTS
OF LONDON STAGE INFORMATION WILL INVITE NEW KINDS OF RESEARCH IN THEATRE
HISTORY.
WE WILL BE SEARCHING FOP PATTERNS IN THE DATA: IN WHAT WAYS IS ONE
SEASON LIKE ANOTHER?
IN WHAT WAYS DIFFERENT?
WHAT IS A TYPICAL STAGE CAREER
LIKE?
To WHAT EXTENT DO ACTORS SPECIALIZE?
WHAT IS THE EFFECT OF THE
REPERTORY SYSTEM ON ACTORS~ CAREERS' CASTING' PLAY SELECTION?
DoES CASTING
INDICATE A CLASS STRUCTURE IN COMPANIES?
Is CASTING A CLUE TO THE 18TH CENTURY
INTERPRETATION OF PLAYS?
WE WILL BE LOOKING FOR TRENDS:
THE RISE OF
PANTOMIME' THE INCREASING INTEREST IN SHAKESPEARE' CHANGES IN THE PROPORTION OF
TRAGEDY TO COMEDY' THE WANING OF RESTORATION COMEDY.
THE RISE OF
SENTIMENTALISM.
THE DECLINE OF THE DRAMA.
ALTHOUGH THE LONDON STAGE IS A VAST HOARD OF INFORMATION' THERE APE BESIDES
TWO PUBLISHED BIBLIOGRAPHIES CONCERNING THE STAGE DUPING THE PERIOD WHICH TOTAL
11,066 WELL-ANNOTATED ENTRIES' AND ONE UNFINISHED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF 18TH CENTURY
PLAYS.
THE PPOJECT/S INFORMATIVE POWER AND USEFULNESS TO THE ACADEMIC
COMMUNITY' IT IS APPARENT' WOULD INCREASE BY A FACTOR MANY TIMES GREATER THAN
THE WORK INVOLVED' IF HE COULD ADD
1)
ENGLISH THEATRICAL LITERATURE' 1559-1900, A BIBLIOGRAPHY~ INCORPORATING
RoBERT LowE~s BIBLIOGRAPHICAL AccouNT oF ENGLISH THEATRICAL LITERATUPE (1888)•
COMPILED BY JAMES ARNOTT AND JOHN W ROBINSON.
LONDON: THE SOCIETY FOR THEATRE
RESEARCH 1 '37 0.
2)
RESTORATION AND EIGHTEENTH CENTURY THEATRE RESEARCH: A BIBLIOGRAPHICAL
GUIDE' 1900-1968, COMPILED BY CARL J STRATMAN'
DAVID G SPENCER AND MARY
ELIZABETH DEVINE.
CARBONDALE' ILLINOis: THE SouTHERN ILLINOis UNIVERSITY
PRESS' 1 '371 •

csv,

3)
AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF EIGHTEENTH CENTURY PLAYS'
STRATMAN' BUT INTERRUPTED BY HIS TRAGIC DEATH IN 1972.

BEGUN BY FATHER CARL

PROFESSORS ROBINSON AND ARNOTT AND THE SOCIETY FOR THEATRE RESEARCH HAVE
AUTHORIZED US TO PROCEED WITH ENGLISH THEATRICAL LITERATURE; THE CLERICS OF ST
VIATOR AND THE SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY PRESS HAVE AUTHORIZED US TO FINISH
FATH~P STPATMAN/S BIBLIOGRAPHY OF PLAYS AND INCLUDE THAT AND HIS BIBLIOGRAPHY
OF THEATRE RESEARCH IN OUR INFORMATION BASE.
WE HAD HOPED TO ENTER 1 AND 2 IN
THE CALENDAR PROJECT (R0-62~7-73-176) BUT UNEXPECTED PROBLEMS FORCED US TO GIVE

-,r
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UP THAT PHASE.

(DISCUSSED

IN MY LETTER TO THE ENDOWMENT DATED 4

DECEMBER

1974).

MAKING THESE WORKS ACCESSIBLE TO OUR INDEXING AND RETRIEVAL SYSTEM WILL
GREATLY IMPROVE THE USEFULNESS OF EACH' AS A RESULT OF EXHAUSTIVE MECHANICAL
CRDSS-REFEPENCING.
FoR EXAMPLE' EACH ENTRY OF FATHER STRATMAN~S BIBLIOGRAPHIES
IS NOW LISTED UNDER ONE OF SEVERAL HUNDRED SUBJECT HEADINGS (NOT INCLUDING
PROPER NAMES' OF WHICH THERE ARE SEVERAL HUNDRED MORE).
OUR SYSTEM MAKES SURE
THAT EACH ENTRY HILL BE ACCESSIBLE FROM ALL HEADINGS TO WHICH IT PERTAINS.
WE
CAN MAKE THIS EXTRAVAGANT CLAIM BECAUSE SITAR, BEING A VIRTUAL CONCORDANCE TO
EVERY SYLLABLE' HOPI:• DR PHRASE ON FILE' CAN FIND "HEADINGS" THAT ARE NOT EI..·'EN
IMAGINABLE UNTIL EN~UIRED FOR BY SOME SCHOLAR IN WANT OF PECULIAR INFORMATION.
SINCE THE ARNOTT-ROBINSON AND STRATMAN BIBLIOGRAPHIES ARE COPIOUSLY ANNOTATED'
THEY ARE VERY RICH IN POTENTIAL CROSS-REFERENCES.
THE COMPOSITE INFORMATIONDELIVERING POWER OF THE LONDON STAGE' 1660-1800 PLUS THESE BIBLIOGRAPHIES
SHOULD BE CONSIDERABLY GREATER THAN THAT OF EACH BY ITSELF' BECAUSE HE COULD
SUPPLY THE EN~UIRER NOT ONLY WITH ALL LONDON STAGE REFERENCES TO A TOPIC DR
PERSON' BUT ALSO WITH ALL THE MOST LIKELY SOURCES OF FURTHER INFORMATION.
WE PLAN TO ADD THIS EXTRA INFORMATION USING THE SAME STUDENT HELP THAT HAS
PROVED SO EFFECTIVE IN EDITING THE LONDON STAGE.
STUDENT ASSISTANTS' AS MANY
AS POSSIBLE ELIGIBLE FOR THE GOVERNMENT WORK-STUDY SUBSIDY' HILL ENTER AND EDIT
THE BIBLIOGRAPHIES BY MEANS OF OUR SITAR SYSTEM.
THE KIND OF CATHODE RAY TUBE
TERMINAL HE ARE USING IS LIGHT YEARS AHEAD OF A TYPEWRITER.
THE REASON IS THAT
WHEN A MISTAKE OCCURS' A TYPIST CAN INSERT' DELETE' DR CHANGE TEXT INSTANTLY ON
THE CRT SCREEN' WI THDUT ALTER I N•3 DR REFDRI"-1ATT I N•3 ANY TE:>::T THAT IS ALREA.I)Y
CORRECT.
IN CDNSE~UENCE' ANYONE WHO KNOWS WHAT PERFECT TYPING LOOKS LIKE CAN
ACHIEVE IT.
THE TERMINAL/$ ~UIET' COMFORTABLE ELECTRONIC KEYBOARD' MOREOVER'
ENABLES A GOOD TYPIST TO TYPE FASTER AND BETTER THAN SHE CAN DO EVEN WITH AN
ELECTRIC TYPEWRITER.
PRELIMINARY TESTS SHOW THAT A GOOD STUDENT TYPIST CAN
ACCURATELY ENTER' PROOFREAD' AND CORRECT TEXT OF THE ARNOTT-ROBINSON
BIBLIOGRAPHY AT A RATE OF FOUR PAGES AN HOUR--50 CENTS A PAGE AT A SALARY OF
THO DOLLARS AN HOUR.
BIBLIOGRAPHIES ONE AND TWO WILL BE ENTERED AND INDEXED IN
THE SUMMER OF 1977 BY THIS PROVEN METHOD.
I PROPOSE THAT THE UNFINISHED BIBLIOGRAPHY BE COMPLETED AS A PH.D. THESIS
BY A ~UALIFIED GRADUATE STUDENT IN THEATRICAL DR LITERARY HISTORY AT AN
AMERICAN UNIVERSITY.
THE OPPORTUNITY CAN BE ANNOUNCED IN THE PROJECT
NEWSLETTER' NOH REACHING OVER 400 INTERESTED LITERARY AND THEATRICAL
HISTORIANS.
As A PRELIMINARY STEP' THE STUDENT WOULD WORK ON THE PROJECT AT
LAWRENCE' SOME TIME EARLY IN T~E PROCESS OF COLLECTING MATERIAL FOR THE
BIBLIOGRAPHY.
WILLIAM ELWOOD' DIRECTOR OF STUDIES IN THE GRADUATE DRAMA
DEPARTMENT AT THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN' MADISON' AND I HAVE DEVELOPED A PLAN
WHEREBY GRADUATE STUDENTS THERE MAY WORK HERE ON AN APPRENTICESHIP BASIS IN
ORDER TO BECOME FAM~LIAR WITH COMPUTER METHODS OF RESEARCH.
OUR DRAFT
AGREEMENT ARRANGES THAT WISCONSIN WILL SUPPLY GRADUATE ASSISTANTS TO THE LONDON
STAGE PROJECT' ''IN RETURN FOR WHICH' PROFESSOR SCHNEIDER HILL TEACH THESE
STUDENTS HOW TO USE THE SYSTEM IN PERFORMING THE VARIETY OF TASKS THAT ARISE
DURING THEIR STAY AT LAWRENCE.
IT IS ASSUMED THAT BY THIS PROCESS THEY HILL
LEARN HOW THE SYSTEM WORKS AND HOW IT IS DESIGNED.
TOWARD THIS END' PROFESSOR
SCHNEIDER HILL ENGAGE THEM IN TASKS OF THE DEGREE OF DIFFICULTY CDMM~NSURATE
WITH THEIR CAPACITY AT ANY GIVEN TIME."

(
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IF SUCH AN APPRENTICE HERE ALSO COMPLETING FATHER STRATMAN'S BIBLIOGRAPHY'
THE EXISTENCE OF A CONCRETE GOAL WOULD MOTIVATE AND FOCUS THE EXPERIENCE.
AT
LAWRENCE HE WOULD BE ENGAGED IN TASKS DESIGNED TO INTRODUCE HIM TO COMPUTER
METHODS OF ENTERING' DESIGNING AND SEARCHING BIBLIOGRAPHIC DATA BASES.
UNDER
THE GUIDANCE OF HIS OWN UNIVERSITY HE WOULD BE FINISHING FATHER STRATMAN'S
BIBLIOGRAPHY.
HIS PROJECT WOULD CONTRIBUTE TO OUR KNOWLEDGE OF COMPUTERIZED
BIBLIOGRAPHIES' INCREASE THE COMPREHENSIVENESS OF THE LONDON STAGE INFORMATION
BANK' ENSURE THE CONTINUITY OF KNOWLEDGE GAINED BY THE LONDON STAGE PROJECT'
AND' NOT THE LEAST' PROVIDE THE SCHOLARLY COMMUNITY WITH AN IMPORTANT RESEARCH
TOOL.
FATHER STRATMAN HAD JUST BEGUN COMPILING HIS BIBLIOGRAPHY.
I GATHER THAT
HE HAD COLLECTED A GOOD DEAL OF RAW MATERIAL.
THE CLERICS OF ST VIATOR HAVE
AGREEED TO RELEASE THIS MATERIAL TO A QUALIFIED BIBLIOGRAPHER.
FATHER
STRATMAN
HAD CHOSEN A SET OF CATEGORIES AND DESIGNED A FORM FOR ANNOTATION
(APPENDIX 4) THAT WOULD ENSURE THE MAXIMUM AMOUNT OF INFORMATION WITH THE LEAST
WASTE OF TIME AND SPACE (AND ADAPT WELL' INCIDENTALLY' TO COMPUTER PROCESSING).
SINCE THE GRADUATE SCHOOL CONCERNED WOULD HAVE ULTIMATE RESPONSIBILITY FOR
THIS BIEILIOGRAPHY' I DO NOT REQUEST FUNDS FOR IT HERE.
BUT I WOULD LIKE
APPROVAL OF IT IN PRINCIPLE BEFORE SEEKING CANDIDATES FOR THE JOB.

BuDGET
THE PROGRAMS WRITTEN TO PROCESS' EDIT AND SEARCH THE LONDON STAGE,' 1660HAVE BEEN TESTED AND PROVED BY MORE THAN A YEAR'S CONTINUAL USE.
No
FURTHER PROGRAMMING HILL BE NECESSARY TO ADJUST FOR PROCESSING BIBLIOGAPHICAL
ENTRIES INSTEAD OF CAST LISTS' BUT A LITTLE PROGRAMMING WOULD MAKE THEM
CONSIDERABLY EASIER TO USE.
EDITING THE EIGHT-VOLUME LONDON STAGE WILL
CONTINUE AT LEAST UNTIL SEPTEMBER 1976, AND AFTER THAT ANSWERING QUERIES WILL
OCCUPY OUR PRESENT FACILITIES.
SINCE WE WILL CHARGE OUR RETRIEVAL COSTS TO OUR
USERS' NO FURTHER COSTS WILL ENSUE FOR CALENDAR.
BuT MAINTAINING THE
INFORMATION SERVICE WITH THE ADDED BURDEN OF ENTERING THE BIBLIOGRAPHIES AND
TRAINING ONE OR MORE GRADUATE APPRENTICES WILL REQUIRE ANOTHER CATHODE RAY TUBE
TERMINAL AND ANOTHER STORAGE DISK.
WHEN THE BIBLIOGRAPHICAL WORK IS DONE' THE
EXTRA CAPACITY WILL BE USED FOR FACULTY RESEARCH AND TEACHING (SEE APPENDIX 2)
AND FOR MAINTAINING AN AUTOMATICALLY-INDEXED LAWRENCE COURSE CATALOGUE (SEE
APPENDIX 3).
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SALARIES
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MEMORANDUM
May 9, 1975
Mr. Schneider

To:
From:

Mr. Hall

Subject:

Your proposal to NEH

Thank you very much for giving me the opportunity to review your
proposal. The project sounds very interesting and challenging, and
I think your approach is sound. I hope that you will find the
following observations to be relevant and useful:
1.

I seriously doubt that you will be able to get a qualified
programmer who will be willing (and able) to do what you want
within a sixty day period. Even the best programmer will need
at least two weeks to get up on SITAR and your PL/1 software
as they presently exist, and you should plan on his spending
at least two weeks just documentiug the work he will have done
for you. This gives him just four ~eeks to actually do the
work.
I am also concerned about your having such a person for a
period of just sixty days, since it seems to me likely that
you will need programming assistance from time to time over
the entire period of the project (which I take to be one year).
Although I am of course willing that Center staff do all we
can to meet your needs, I also know that there is no good
substitute for your having "your own man".
Thus I urge you to request funds for a full man-year of
programmer assistance. In my opinion, the benefits to your
collegues and co-researchers wi}l amply justify that cost.

2.

The current price of an RK05 drive is:
1
1
1
1
2

RK05AA 1.2 million word moving head drive ••••••••• $5,100
Installation of above •••••••••••••·••••••••••••••••
260
Field trip to install above.......................
75
Estimated shipping on above.......................
50
RK05 disk packs for above, @ $99..................
198
(I urge you to have two packs, in case one goes
bad)
Total initial

cost~

Maintenance, 40 hours per week, 52 weeks, @$20/wk ••• $
Add: 40% surcharge for 8 a.m. to 8 p.m., 7 days
per week maintenance..........................
Total maintenance/year
3.

-

••••••• $5,683
800

320

$1,120

I agree that you can get a terminal which will do the job for you
(either another Beehive, or perhaps an ADM or OMRON) for $3,000
including shipping and installation.
But I urge you to add on
the following:

I
-2a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Maintenance for 1 year@ $15 per month •••••••••• $ 275
Cost of a shielded cable, Y-64 to MH 427........
150
Cost of a 60 lpm, upper/lower case impact
printer unit, slave to the scope (including
shipping and installation) •••••••••••••••••••• ~1
Maintenace of c~, @$50 per month, 1 year •••••• ~
Paper for c. above.............................

0

200

Item a. will be a necessary expense, of course. Item b. will
provide protection for your data during transmission - and the
same cable should also serve the present Beehive, lessening the
line noise you indicated you have been encountering. Items c.
thru e. will, in my view, vastly aid in your project's work, for
you will be able to print out high-quality copy whenever you
need to. Several 60 lpm printers are now available in the
$3 to $4 thousand dollar price range, and have established good
track records. I should think that you could make a strong case
to NEH for this item of equipment.
4.

A point on your disk needs: As !.understand it, the character
density of The London Stage is about 2,500 characters per page
(21,000,000 characters 8ivided by 8,000 pages) (by the way, don't
you mean 21,000,000, and not 21,000, on Line 6 of your Background
section?). I thus guess that the 1,200 pages you will enter
in this project will mean about 3,000,000 characters. As we
both know, one may put about 2,000,000 characters on an RKOS
pack - but that will leave no room for work-space for editing;
a working load of about one million characters per drive is
what I understand you have found to be reasonable, leaving about
half of the pack free for work space. On this basis, if you
needed to have the entire 3 million characters up at once, a
total of three drives, rather than the one you propose, would
be required. Of course I do not know that you will need (or
want) to have all 3 million characters up at once, and I do
not presume to have an informed opinion on whether or not your
research will require that you do. But I suggest that you
consider asking for more than one drive, and/or that you ask
for funds to "buy" disk space, such funds to be applied by
Lawrence toward the cost of an RP04 40-million word drive and
controller.
In this connection, I would be derelict if I did not advise you
that an addition of a fourth RKOS to the present system would
result directly in a reduction of up to 5% in the response-time
speed of the system to requests for disk I/O from users of our
two present "public" RKOS's. This is because your second drive
would place an additional drain on the attention of the controller,
but would not provide any opportunity for the system to compensate
by allocating "public" files to your drive.

I hope that you have found this information useful. If I can be of any
assistance to you in your proposal effort, please let me know.
cc: Mr. Headrick ~
Mr. Chernoff

Mr. Schneider

May 12, 1975

Mr. Wrolstad

Grant for Addition of Three Bibliographies
to the London Stase Bank

Dear Hen,
I &'Ill sorry that it haa tabm • longer than it should h.-..
to rupond to your reque.at (but for the record, I just got it on Hay 8).
T011 iieadrick clid call , . about it and had some good comments to aake
about certain parte of your bud let. For uaaple, he qu. . tioaa4 vbether
the rate for the student editors w.u hish enough, and he suspectecl the
frina• benefit allot!&t:ion wae too high. 1 would agree that the frtuse
benefits are too hi~h. since Social Security would presumably have all
been taken care of in your base salary and all other progral!\8 would be
aimilarly accoaaodated, other than if you're expecting additional
contributions to the TIAA/CBEF pro;ram, and that would not reach $500.
You should note that the $500 does not ahow in your total column,
although the sW>totale e'l'oea foot okay.
The substance of rq r . .poue 1• that you ehoul.d aot expect
Lawreuce to contribute to your eontinutna London Staae Prosram beyoa4
COI&putar time. Conaaquently, the auppliea, duplic:.atia&, and telephone
c:.oata w111 have to be fuo.ded aome other vay. '1'011 Raa4r1ck dicl 1Dd1c:.ate
that he felt the maiuteuaace oa the terllinal could 'be ac:.~dated within
the CoMputer Center budget, but you' 11 have to ccmfira that with hi•.

Mandn

/

ee:

Mr. lleadrick

o.

Wrolatad

MEMORANDUM

·Lawrence University

To

Mr. Headrick:

From

B. R. Schneider

Subject

Computer time

Copies to M. Hall, President Smith, Mr. Wrolstad

Date

June 20, 1975

After being told that it is doubtful that present commitments will
allow for as much 360 processing as The London Stage needs this
summer, I have reached the following decision; either Lawrence gives
the project the support it needs or I recommend that it be discontinued. I am tired of fighting every inch of the way, and I'm
not going to do it any longer. If our facilities apd staff are insufficient for the job, it is time to recognize the fact.
For example:

1) Program listings asked for in February have still not been
produced.
2)

A program alteration (remove a card or two and recompile)
asked for a few months ago has not been made.

3)

A time-consuming OS system error arising in February has
not been diagnosed.

4)

Both my 360 and PDPll disks have been occupied without
my knowledge, the first case requiring a half-hour of
360 time to diagnose and repair and the second costing
me a weekend of file rearrangement in order to load an
editing file.
'

5) Promises of 28 hours/month processing could not be kept)requiring me personally to spend two weekends on the 360.
In short, nothing gets done unless I personally nag, finagle,
and maneuver, day in and day out. This is not the way to get the
job done and I have better things to do. /¥Ll"3 :fm:~l
t'ell"IE 's
for I ee:smmb:ie eez oice wi:i:i ~o eo 3 eli; Iii• Ui:lte llall, an~ our
facilities cannot support the project, then we must face the fact
and stop trying.

BRS
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M E M 0 R A N D U M
TO: t1P. HALL, ~1P HEAI:OP. I , ..o t1P. I_._IP.oLSTAD, DEAN :S:ToNE
FROM: BEN SCHNEIDER
SUBJECT: lSIB USE OF COMPUTING FACILITIES IN THE FORESEEABLE FUTURE.
WHEN WILL WE FINISH EDITING?
APOUT A YEAR FROM NOW WE WILL PE READY TO EXTRACT THE FINAL INDEX
FOP. THE SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY PRESS.
THEN EDITORS OF THE SOURCE
WILL PROOF THEIR PART OF THE INDEX' MAKING NUMEROUS CONSOLIDATIONS AND
DIVISIONS OF ENTRIES PY IDENTIFYING WHICH ENTRIES CONTAIN TWO ACTORS
WITH THE SAME NAME AND WHICH HAVE TWO NAMES FOP THE SAME PERSON.
THEY
WILL WRITE IDENTIFYING TAGS. WHEN THEIR WORK IS DONE WE WILL EDIT THE
INDEXES AND RE-SORT THEM FOP THE LAST TIME.
THIS PROCESS SHOULD KEEP
US PUSY FOP ANOTHER YEAR.
WE HAVE NOH ARRIVED AT SEPTEMPER 1977.
How MUCH HILL THIS EDITING COST?
THE PROJECT CONSUMED 3360 EDITOR-HOURS LAST YEAR.
WITHOUT
WORK/STUDY SUPSIDY' OUR COST PEP YEAR AT THIS PATE IS APOUT $7000.
TWO
MOPE YEARS AT THIS PATE WOULD PE $14,000.
ONE HOPES THAT THE REDUCTION
OF THINGS TO CORRECT IN PASS 3 WILL REDUCE PE~UIPEMENTS CONSIDEPAPLY
AND THAT CONSOLIDATING AND SEPARATING ENTRIES WILL NOT CONSUME EDITHOURS AT THE SAME PATE.
lET~S HOPE WE CAN GET DONE FOP $10,000.
WHERE

IS THE MONEY COMING FROM?
IF WE DO $100 DOLLARS RETRIEVAL PUSINESS/MONTH' THAT WILL PRING
IN $2400 DOLLARS IN THE
NEXT TWO YEARS.
I WOULD IMAGINE THAT IN THO
YEARS HE HILL PE DOING MOPE THAN $100/MONTH.
NEXT SEPTEMPER' WITH A
"PURE" INFORMATION PASE' WE SHOI_ILD ASK $2(10/t-10NTH FOP THE SAME NUMPEP
As I HAVE SAID' THE ANNUAL PIPLIOGPAPHIES SHOW APOUT 100
OF QUERIES.
ARTICLES AND POCKS PER YEAR THAT COULD HAVE OR SHOULD HAVE USED OUR
SERVICE.
THIS FIGURE DOES NOT INCLUDE SCHOLARS OUTSIDE THEATRE-HISTORY
WHO WOULD NEED OUR HELP IN TRACING LEADS TO 18TH CENTURY FIGURES.
100
QUERIES/YEAR AT $50/QUERY WOULD PE $5,000 DOLLARS' AND AT THIS PATE HE
WOULD MAKE IT.
AT DOUPLE OUR CURRENT CHARGE/SEARCH (WHICH I WOULD SAY
HAS PEASONAPLE) HE WOULD MAKE $10,(100/YEAR' AND HAVE NO PROPLEM PAYING
EDITORS.
THIS SEPTEMPEP~S NEWSLETTE~ PUTS US IN THE MARKET.
I SHOULD
KNOW PY THE FIRST OF THE YEAR HOH REALISTIC THESE GUESSES APE.
WHEN THE NEWSLETTER GOES TO A FOUNDATION' IT WILL PE ACCOMPANIED
PY A FEELER APOUT THE FEASIBILITY OF APPLYING FOP EDITING FUNDS.
BuT
DON~T THINK THAT A COMPUTER PROJECT THAT RAN SHORT ON IT~S FIRST
ESTIMATE IS GOING TO ATTRACT MUCH PITY' GIVEN THE CURRENT ATTITUDE
TOWARD COMPUTER PROJECTS IN THE CORRIDORS OF POWER.
How MUCH 360 TIME HILL PE NEEDED TO FINISH THE INDEX?
COMPLETION OF INDEX AND INFORMATION PASE PE~UIRES THREE EDITING
PASSES THROUGH THE INFORMATION EASE AND THO SORT/MERGES OF THE INDEX.
PROCESSING OF ALL 29 PATCHES IS COMPLETE FOP PASS THO.
20 PATCHES
REMAIN TO PE PROCESSED FOR PASS 3.
AT 7 HOURS/PATCH WE PEeUIRE 140
THEN IT HILL
HOURS OF 360 TIME TO SUPPLY EDITORS WITH TRIAL INDEXES.
TAKE 29 X 7 --2(13 HOURS--TO MAKE THE FINAL EASE AND EXTRACT 29 FINAL

I

....·:;.

INDEXES TO THESE PATCHES.
THESE MUST PE MEPGED' EDITED AND SORTED AND
MERGED AGAIN (THE PASE HILL NOT NEED FURTHER ATTENTION).
IT CURRENTLY
TAKES 1/2 HOUR TO SORT ONE PATCH OF OUR DATA; THERE APE 29 PATCHES-ABOUT 15 HOURS TO SORT THE HHOLE.
SUPPOSE MERGING THE 29 PATCHES TAKES
ANOTHER FIFTEEN HOURS.
THEN OUR 360 TIME CONSUMPTION LOOKS LIKE THIS:
PROCESSING FOR 3RD PASS
140 HOURS
MA~ING FINAL PASE & INDEX
203 HOURS
MEPGING THICE' SORTING ONCE
45 HOURS
TOTAL
388 HOURS
THIS FIGURE ASSUMES 100% EFFICENCY; PETTER MAKE IT 425.
ODD JOPS NOT
I NCLIJ:t•ED.
HOH MUCH 360 TIME HILL ~UEPY-ANSHEPING PE~UIRE?
hJHEN HE ARRIVE AT THE "PURE" I NFORI"1AT I ON PASE (SEPT 1976) HE HILL
MAKE INVERTED FILES ON ACTOR' ROLE' AND THEATRE' TO CUT DOWN SEARCH
TIME FOP THESE ITEMS.
UNTIL THEN HE WILL MAKE SE~UENTIAL SEARCHES
THROUGH THE INFORMATION PASE AT A PATE OF APOUT ONE HOUR/FOUR-YEAR
SPAN.
GARRICK/S CAREER (SEE NEWSLETTER) OF 32 YEARS HOULD TAKE 8 HOURS
TO EXTRACT' AND APOUT ONE HOUR TO SORT AND PRINT.
QUERY-ANSWERING
SHOULD AVERAGE APOUT 10 HOURS PEP MONTH' THEN' IF HE DO $100 OF
BUSINESS/MONTH.
INVERTED FILES HILL PE MADE PY SORTING AND MERGING THE RECORDS
EXTRACTED FOP THE FINAL INDEX.
SINCE SORTING AND MERGING TAKES 1 HOUR
PEP PATCH' THREE INVERTED FILES HILL PE~UIRE A TOTAL OF 90 HOURS.
HOH LONG HILL I KEEP THE TERMINAL AND DISK?
BY SEPTEMBER 1977, EDITING OF THE LONDON STAGE HILL PE MINIMAL'
PUT NEVER FINISHED (I FEAR).
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL OF UNINDEXED KINDS
OF THINGS (TOPICS) WILL PE RE~UIRED.
I WOULD LIKE TO WRITE AT LEAST
THO POOKS PEFOPE I RETIRE (I CAN HPITE TWICE AS FAST ON THE BEE).
THE
TERMINAL IS INVOLVED IN THE PROJECT IN MANY HAYS BESIDES EDITING LS (HE
EDIT PROGRAMS' JCL, EDITING RULES' OUR DIRECTORY TO FILES' 360 AND
SITAR DOCUMENTATION' AND AS RIGHT NOH' I SAVE TYPING TROUBLE AND DELAY
EY WRITING DIFFICULT COMMUNICATIONS ON IT).
IN OTHER HORDS IT
INCREASES MY EFFICIENCY A WHOLE LOT.
FOP BETTER OR HORSE I AM NOH
LOCKED IN TO SITAR.
So I HOPE I CAN HAVE PRIORITY ON THE TERMINAL
UNTIL I RETIRE.
SINCE A TEXT-PROCESSING TERMINAL IS PRETTY HELPLESS WITHOUT A
PLACE TO PUT TEXT' I THINK THE DISK SHOULD STAY DEDICATED TO THE
TERMINAL.
PERHAPS ANOTHER SITAR TERMINAL ON THE DISK HOULD MAKE SENSE.
You WOULD VIRTUALLY LI~IDATE SITAR PY TAKING AHAY ITS DISK.
I
PROPOSE THAT I PE GIVEN SUPERVISION OF THE DISK AND ONE TERMINAL.
WHEN
OUR EDITING EFFORT IS FINISHED' ~HERE SHOULD BE ROOM FOP SEVERAL OTHER
PROJECTS AS HELL AS THE LONDON STAGE AND ME.

ld--ll-7s

Hovellber 7. 1975

In R. Sc:Uelder, Jr.

Director,

n.

LR4on

Iafonatl~
L&wreac. ~iversltr

S~l!,

Appleton, Wiscou1D 54911
Dear Bell:

I'• laprused by your lllCiultJ.y aad your excelleat. concise pl'eHiltatloa of
vhy you ....t a $10,000 Jl'llflt for the r..4Gil Stap project. You an sewell
alOill Oft a h...Ustlc project tbai"Tt sHU to • that you an 4efia1tely
a Hatioaal ~ for tile Huanltles pnject. We caa•t trot out ftn NSP
clelectatioa tile fact that you'n cloiaa soaethiq illaevatlv. in eo~~plliaa this
iadex, I loatt bell..,.. If I'• 'lfl'all• cerrect • · Have yvu tried tile
M8ricaa Couacil of Leamed Sod.tlesf

It would 1te aice if J'GU coulcl pt a little • • thaD the $10,000 to set up
a ...11
to keep the pzoJect hDillna. Will you " ..una _, .,..,..
OA the fees you an charataaf taotlce that you haft still a third of the
total to be lac.tu.ed.

..._t

Let • bow if I aoulcl joa HIH for you. It SOUid .. lf they voulcl have a
pretty 1oM bti&Pla 6f th.,. -.de this pat.

It was pod to hear fl"OII you.

Iu Wallace
] Director
IW:jo

I

"\
c;;..L

Deeeaber 8, lt7S

left Ross Schaeld.er, Jr.
Professor of Inglish
Lawnnce Ulliveraity
AppletOD, Wisconsin 45t11

o.ar

len:

t tell you anythiag about how to get a aratf l suspect
given an patlfled. to ra4 tbe Bqlish laJliUI.a• in a proposal.
It •a a pleuun to read. ,our writ iRa. I cloR •t 1mev anyone elu
who aets $10,000 for a JHJ'e iJMtulry ancl I ._,t kllOW &'ftyoae else
who has the s ... luck sli.Siq arowtd to the back 4oor ol the Natloaal
Blldot••a:t for the IMI&ftitles by aettbJ the Aaerlan Society for
!lpteeDtb CeatuJy Stwltes to list that pnject as a top priority.
Aayway, I'• awfully alu thiDIS are euler aov becase I r•••r
when you ._.. really sw•tma out the suppert probleM.
How cu

Don't forpt to eaclose tlae 'tl01ldel'fu1 artkle in the New YCJrl: Tt.s
of DMellkr 3 which oscri'Ms the --.c.. .'th centllry 1Ht play
&tbcoverecl by •Y of the Loa4on St!l• Index. I was awfully excited
to read it.
Let •s do claak tee. cups at Cloucester Cl"eseent in three .on years -lf aot before.
1ftth van regards.

Ia Wallace

Director

IW:ta
!nclo.sure: "Restontle Coaecly Lost Since 1669 is DlscoverMn
N• York Tius, Dec•ber 3 .. 1975

Dictated by Mrs. Wallace and. siped 1n

her abHnCe to avoid. delay.

-Io- i
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n Phas0 Two

I

0

-o j •? c t

{ito- 6 ;;;: 9 7- 7 3- 1 7 6 )

at
Ldwra ce Univ~rsity
n, foiL;consin ::>4'-J 11

Gr a. n t p ~ r i o d : 1 A u ::1 us t 1 9 7 2 to 3 1 A ll<:J u .5 t 1 9 7 5
(aeguested extensioH to 15 Jctober 197.5)

~Hdowm0·nt

and

lindre10 i>2llon Foundation:

L3wronce Univ0r.:'iitj
TOTAL

.Submitted by
Ross Sc;1ncit1er,
ProjGct Director

B~n

:iib4,

'-.)~!7

17,984
102,9H1

Jr

,

0

In phase one of fhe London Sta~e Proj2ct our goals were to develop
computer proJrams for data entrt and retrieval and to find out the best
way of enter:inJ into the corr:puter Ihe LonJon Sta·::Je, 1660-1800, "A
Calendar of Plays, Entertainments ~ Afterp~eces Together with Casts,
Box-Recepts, and copt~mporary Comment, Compiled from the Playbills,
Newspapers and Theatrical r:iaries cf the !?eriod," by ~illiam van
LGnne~, Emmett L. Avery, Arthur H. Scouten, Geor~e Winchester Stone,
Jr, and Ch.arle::; bee'!cher Ho~jan, Southern Illinois f-ress, 1960:-1968: 11
volumes, b,000 pajes.
But we actually went one step beyond our goals
~or phase one, by managing to enter the whole 8,000 pages of the London
Sta~e, thanhs to the Endowment's ~illingness to match a larger sum than
au tic1pa ted.
Full act ails of phase one are contained in the hook I
wrote about it call~d rravels in ~omputeridnd, Addison/Wesley, 1914, 3
copies of which are being sent under separate cover to Dr Reagor in
accord ~ith the ~nJow~ent•s rule about pub~ication~ resulting trow ~
grqnt.
The go:1ls of phase two were
1) to develop an efficient
facility for editin~ computerized text, 2) to proofread and standardize
this text, J) to create an index to evPry. name and title to be
publ ishw1 a. s a. co iii }>:tnio n to the or iCJ inal vol u;u,:O.s, <'ln d 4) to add to our
ua.ta base t;,.;o biblioqraphies !'J~rt.:.anirq to the same material.
I will
report un these activities one at a tioe:
editing F:lci.L.ity
1

The editing facllity was designed to meet the followinJ
specifications:
i t must be easy for non-technic:tl editors to use;
e~ploy a C~tho~e Kil.f rub~
(CdT) t2rminal with tuilt-iG insert, delete
and write-ov8r capacity; interact with La~renc~•s PDP/11 computer; and
produce files co~pa.tihie with Phase one's retrieval and indexing system
Lor the Ib~ 360 computer that La~rence shares with a neighboriny
institutiJn.
To bull~ the editinJ system, we secured the services of
t\2id ,.;att.:.;, a Ji"-:i(JUate in :;1ath, p.nysics, "lllG computer science ot Kdnsas
University, w:1o :-1a0 also v-~ry sen~::>itivo to humanistic rursuits (an:J. tf·:·-~
r r-ob l1o: <ll s o t h 11 :nan ;.; <~in J _:; wi t ll com put e r s) •
In d 1 itt 1 ·-~ :nor e t h a n a y '~a r
h2 proauc;:.d a self-contained .sy:st,~ •.l with L) b~sic )Jro:_;r;uus th3t will do
d.i.:;ost ir,ythin; ·11itit L~xt tnat a r.,U.llani.st :niji.t want to cio, which tne
u~-;c:-r sp.:.:Cl;;.s t0 in ~a:;lJ..sh im[.>2rative s~nt.::,nce:s anu which ;1nswc:rs hiR in
I:. ll -J l i .::i Il •
I t !J ~ c c'l :r. 2 K. rl(J wn d s s I T l\ r{ I b i wh i c h w-~ ill !:-' d n t ( s y .:> t e :n t 0 r
_InL-!ract.iv2 T2xt-._dit..Lrl], Analysis and i\etrie~:.J.l).
Central to Sil'Ai is
t!w notior1 of 'JUotir:g th~ ~:;trin:J oi t,~xt JUU wa.nt to worr> .;ith on tile
C1;l' scr ..:~~:l, with th•: ~t:tportant r~~:tine:nr.:nt that ·~llipsc~s may hE! usc:!u for
any part of tr.~ .c;trin.:J.
111 practi..::>(~ the Degiunin•:J and en<l of the
S<-']fficnt 01 t~xt, or t:1.~ be::Jinuirq, iT,ir.:trllr~ 'ind end ar,-'!· ssp•.Jci:ied.
To
db:;play ti1e pr~vious :::;enterice in this re~oit, I ... ould command 'SHCJ\-1 I_t,
tlbS2 "·
••• t"·Tacti:c;e •••• " iB.":!\ 1 , in ·..;hicn ".2;;s2" is I'll abbreviation
toL tl1i~ til2, L1'-~ D<"jinniL'J _;tr:irtJ i:> th·: perioJ .1nd tw,) ~;paces in
rront o.c: the :;~~nt-::nce, th,3 iniudle is the word "rractis?" (but coulu be
any other word in tne ::>"'!.nt2nce), 1nd the .~nd is the perioJ closin'] the
s ..~llt2nCP (SlT:d conv<:~:ti~ntly assu:n~s that the first 3 dots are th2
'.'!.L~ip.;Hs una the~ l·.1st i.:; ;1 IJ2rio:i).
l.'nis :::;t:itc~~C:!Iit oL..::>Prvc~> th(:!
COllV'}lltioil::-; for JUC>tir:·J .:::nJli.jh t-·xt.
"c11CK" t·-dls tl:•.:> cor:Jrut~c'r to
~;-:::::J.r:Ch bac:-:~i[dS lO[ .l ["d:.JS3.Jl~ :J.ltistyiDiJ trH~ 11 patter!t 11 ylloted;
otherwL;e i t W•.:>ulu .-tssu~:~(~ <J tor"tldL1 intentlon.
Ot course any .sentr~nce

f
containln:J tlv~ word "pra::tise" ~oJill SJ.tisty the quo.tation.
If we hiid
c o ~r: mC1 n d e <1 11 F r: I D11 i n s t ~ a j o f 11 s E c 'tl 11 , ::i I T A ~ i wo u l d h .1 v e ma d e d l i s t o t a ll
s2nteuces in the tile that satisfi-~d the i),J.ttf~rn an.d kept a count ot
thr' "hits".
:1ost co!'lputer eclitin·J systems k.ey on a line number or a
blocK numv"!r, re·Juirin';.i that line.> or bloc:\.s in the text !'lUst be
previouslj nunberca.
~e wanted a sys~em that woult key on ~nythin~ in
any conceivable computer file.
Besides cditiny and tindinJ text,
SITAR can copy a fil~, chop otf c~ther enu of it, loaJ files onto the
computer trom tapes,;put them bac~, replace a~l examples of any string
in a file ~ith any otner strinJ, create new tiles from the terminal as
I am creatin9 this one, rHKe up pcl.JcS tor I:Jrintin(; and print them, as
this will he printed.
A detailed ~escription of SITAJ, describing some
OI its technical features and elaborating its capacity for text
manipulati::>n and analysis tp7, 11 EV<lluatioli 11 ) is attached (Appendix A).
This account has been uccapted for public~tion by the journal
Communications of the Association for co~rutinJ Machinery (actually
more concerned with progru.mmin<J thln with macL.in.e:.::;).

Editing
Seventeen student assistants (fout or five at a time) have used
SIIAR to edit the ca~~uter versio~ of The Lancon Stag~.
~hen ~e are
f .i. n isheu we wi 11 ha VP F assc·d t h rou J h the wiwle t~xt three ti.·nes.
.: n
the first pass, desi~ned to elioinate transcription errors, the editor
worKs with a printout of the transcrih2d text and error messag8s
generctted by tttree Ioi'i 360 pro<.Jr-ams implemented in ph ..1se one.
The SCAd
1JrOJrC1t:l 1 wh.i..cn c?li:r.in.1.tes [:drenth,~t.ical COi,lDentary eXC"'~Jt ::or Gr3liinitE=;d
names and titles, locates delimiting errors.
SrRUCTURE, which ~nalyzes
the syntax of entries and categorizes iteilis, locates impossible dates
( 11 33 t1r3
1976 11 ) .
LADD.L.f~ fills in casts referred to but not listed or
not li,3teu CO:iipletely in the oriJinal, tecause they are the same or
near·ly th-2 saiJ~ .1.:3 previous casts ("Love for Love.
As 22 Sept., but
Vd len t i n e- r: i l lo( s " ) ; it 1 o C''l. t e s mis ;n at c h ~ s i r: d a t e s , t he a t r e s , t i t le s ,
roles, and actors, and other hard-to-find ~rrors.
In
· m2

::; sa :J e

s

tfH~ s<~cond .1-a.:;s -r•n
3 •:i:-H, editor's use a new set of error
g ~ n e r cit cc> a l:; i t l1 e s e !J r o -j r :1 :J s :0 lu;::; a t r i ~ l in d 2 x to a 11 n a tc "=! s

fhe ind?xes 3now ur.; uniqu·~ it~r.,s that are either obviously
err o n eo J s , 'i n c1 ::: u s t .be c :a e c ;{ e ci a (j a i ;; s t t h 0
oriJinal.
Pa~s one is now co~:;;letu anl h~lf oi pass two is done.
The
third aditinJ pas.:; w~ll rep~at th~ process oi pass two.
dnd title.:;.

e rr on c<J u s o r

r- r o b a b l y

~diting w~s a nuch bijJer JOD than antici!Jated; it ~ay ta~e u:.:; a
yaar rn::>re ~o finish.
Fortunately the Andr~w K~llon Foundation has
'JLlltteri u~; anot_]r_~r .;.1lJ,UU0 with '.Vr!l_ch to coi;;olete thetas:{.
Tile laJ in
e . 1it.in·j i;s in:l~r,~nt, l b<~licv.~, in the fact th:lt the .:;ri'jinal text was
writt<!n aud p•J!~lisiH:d without cor:J~''lter processir:J in nind.
If a
printin'] process ti1at use•l maJnetic t.l.pe tor runninq the_ presses, dS is
o.Lt<c~n the'! cas'_', hct·l b~Pn u,_;cd,
we ·..,;ould l1ave J.Voi<2ed. transcription
errors.
Ir tw::! orijinal ~'lit::>rs rd:l adheL~~d to thr~ sa:ne :;tandard.c> tor
wr~tnj entries, th~rc woulun't te so many syntactical irrojularit~es to
iron out.
For example, to taxe a illinor c~~e, parts 1-4 put a colon
att·~r the ti:n·~ wh9n a uancc or sorJ Li~es place; p.1rt 5 puts nothin:;.
Our Dro;rd.ns c1n d~dl ..·itl: t!'l.f_? ::10~;t fL'~'ill..:nt jrre<Jularities, hut i t
t~ou.ld h<~ nRxt to ~·:t'o:::>sil::l;~ to uGcJ.l '.olitL <ill or:- ev:_;n '''any of Lkn,
si~ply b~cau~2 tt10 ~iriicu~ty oi ~riting succ2~sful projrams iccrea3es
GXt·Oll•.~ntictlly '"ith <2Vc~rj c"XCePtion once ClU0..3 to th•:' Sf'o'Cifications.
Ill
or-cler to tin1 ti:F: Itot:itior.s in pr1rt S, :i ~~ro;;ram -.:auld h:1ve to search
C:.J.Ci1 (Ll!lC:C2 · illlii s:JJlj s•,:ction for :Jl.i. fJO-;siclc tim>~ not..1tiOHS, U:>ing ,1
t-Led~termine:l li.~t of all !·Os::;iblt~ r.otltic..rt.o>, ctnJ N:~Vf-;1:( contus<-~ tncm
w~ti1 per:t:>rmer;:; or titl~~s.
In the earliel parts, the colon is an

absolute identifier. one must ~ettle for programs that handle the
averaJe case and edit the irregularities out.
fhe best way to grasp
the problf~m is to p2ruse our editing rule.;; (attached, Appendix B).
Thera were ~ great many more irregulariti~s than we thought.

~

In October, whe~ ~rant funds ran out and we had completed nearly
half of pass two, we,were in a position to offer useful material to
scnolars.
From the tirst, we had announcea our intention to charge a
fee, and now it seemed advisable to seek income for the editing
a c co u n t •
so , in l~ e ws 1 e t t e r No • 6 { i n a p r en d i x C , N e ws l e t t e r s) wh i c h
went to bOO scholars in literature, theatre, and drama, we set up a fee
structure and invited orders.
In four months only one enquiry has
arrived, despite the fact that we had alreadt received correspondence
from 17 scholars interested in civ~ntually usin] our information
service.
Either our rates seem t·oo high, or scholars are waiting for
us to fin~sh editlnJ, or huma~ists arc simply slow to perceive the
opportunities offered by mechanical information retrieval.
I haven't
picked up any hints as to the reason.
Index
lett us with pro~rdms that located e~ery indexable itec
ln phase two progra;ns were written to consolidate
dat8/theatres tor all repeated items under one heading and maKe inaex
pcq e s t e> r ~ u b1 i c a_ t ion t y p Lot o c c p J in g (sa :a F l e F a 'j <! , a :r::: p e n j i x iJ) •
Th t=:
Southern llliuoi:.:; t>ress may still choose to set the index in type
e.Lther automatically :rom a tapE iDage of the 'computer inuex or
manually, usin~ our printout as a typescript.
Progress toward this
JOal is entirely Jependent on pro~r~ss in editing. Defore publication
each of the living editors {Scouten, Stone, anJ Hogan) will· prootread
indexes te> each of the five parts of LS. Their corrections will be
transferrea to the comput~r version by editing with SITAR. Then we
will make a merJed index to all five parts as a whole.
By then we will
be nearing the end of 1Y77.
~hase

on~

by date an•l theatre.

:Uiblioqr'.l.phies
Unexpect:d e:~1ltl!Hj rrotlems forct=:d us to give UF thr? prOIJOS2J
additions to our nata rase, ar1J tr:1r:s£er ttte budjcted su:n to the
editin; account (;:(~·]Ucsted in :ny l~tt,~r tour ,<ea·;or ot 21 Cctober
1':1/Lt) • .Llf; prospP-cL:; !or •.:nterin; th·:!3e r..o"" sc2m t3.irly ,Jond.
D:.Iring
th~ Jrant 0eriod I lecture~ at annual conventions of rh~ nm2rican
Soci~tj for r;l-!atL .. ! .t\:~S\~drch d:1-l lite :-:o<1ern L.J.Hr;u:1j2 dS3ociation,
and
u.t th'2 i.lrrJ.:na ar~partr:JeHt.S ot I'r1C Un1versity ot ,.;isconsin, 1nd Cnio
StcitP. Out ot these associatioHs :11V; com2 !Jlans to apprentice
JradU1te assistants at Ohio State and ~isconsln to ree tor instruction
in co:npuL~r lJlOCl~..;;:;.LnJ.
Ir tucs'~ !c'l:in-; dl•.:! carried Oilt, tne
A r n o t t I .:-( o L.L n :::; o ~l I Lo w·._: b .1. l; 1 i o 'j r ·1 p h y o r :.:; rq l1. s h T:1 e a t r i c a 1 l i t e r ·l t u r 2 a n d
ti1e Strdtau.n 0iblioyraphy of 1bth ,-:entur:y Theatre Hesearcn, propos<~d
for p h '1 ,:; e t wo , ma y l: e com p u t e r i z r~ J by a p p r ~ n t ices , a s we 11 as so r'o'=
oth·,~r ·lllcillur{ wor ....:s.
Furth~rmor.-·~,
2roi..J::>sor :·"arK Auburn
(::lljli:;;.llj:lio ~t1t·.:) i::.: (..!1J''r tc c:Y•:cl<:t•2 r-u.tf, .._:l Strat:r.an's unfinish<=>d
i.Jibl.iOjl"·:q.;~y ur 1t.lt.i! ="~ntury Play::.;, :iil'i l:'rofe.::;.:>or Alan ;-lood~:;
(l'lll~atrt~lvnlo :.>tate)
is 3•~Liou:;ly contf>m[.:Lltill'1 a CaL~nd.ir of
i. ~ L .t: or mct n c.~ s
on ·t. a .~ i' ro vi n c i cil A:11 ~ric 111 :J t. c.t g -~ ; j , 1 l 7 o- I '11 0.
T h c y a ope
t,·> u::;.~ th::=' Lo:lion ~;t.dj<~ c::.>:ipltinl ::;y~;tc::l l>~~cau:>e it pro::~is(~s S.l~illjS in
co:a!;i.1irq, e·J.itinj, plintill·j, ciii·J in:.teXii•:i·
Since tlh!Y will co:t!pile
1u.tl, ti1•~ co::1put-.~r in u1nC:!, the!]' n,~·.~·l :wt ur;a.crjo the costly cxpGri·~nce
0 l
d e ·:il i n J Wi t. i l V d L i a n t. S J' ll t cl X •

0

Untortun~tely Lawrence's ccmput~r cannot new handle the ext~a load
these projr:-:!c;L; woulu ~::ntail.
fhis fact fLOiDptcd me to write a proposal
(oriyinally encourd~ea by the American Society for 18th Century
~tudies; appendix D)
for extra hardware, in which I assumed that beyond
this capital ~xpansion, each project ~auld see~ funds separately,
incluriinq charges for use of the Lawrence computing services.
It
i n c 1 u d 2 s a t e e sc h (; d u 1<.~ i ll us t r a ted by the Au b u L n pro j e ct.
I have
s~nce discovered that such a proposal runs counter to the Endowment's
policy ot preLerrin:j new proj(:.!Cts.
L·2eds Barrol has suggested tha.t I
could merg~ the capital costs with the service costs to these external
projects, and I have written to him for further advice.
Certainly it
~ak2s bett0r sense to tund each project on its own merits, rather than
to capitalize La·..Jr>::~>-.ce inde~endently on trH:~ supposition that projects
will materialize to ta.Ke advantage of the equipment.

The London Stage Project and The National Interest
effort on these line;:; is the HQverview" of Travels in
which duals generally with the uses and abuses of
computers, using thE~ London Sta ':Je -2xperieHce tor illu ..:;t rat ion.
More
Sfecifically, I believe that cooputar methods can produce cheaper, ~ore
accurat2, ~or~ coillprehensive, more accessible ir1formation sources than
have evr.~r bee11 pL·or1ucen ty convent.ional :n<::thocs, and ao the job faEter.
At the sa~e tim~, ignor~nt application of coc~uters in humanistic
projects is wasting great sums of money anu time.
In the hope that at
least a fa~ hu~auists could learn rron my experiences, I wrote Travels
in Cor!tputerlanJ.
But I get very littl'2 response fro::n humanists.
System~ analysts at IilM and CDC and computer scientists at this or that
universitj ar.~ continually dropr-:inJ l'l'~ a line to say that they enjoyed
the booK.
Scientitic ~merican (October 1975) said that the book should
h~ deposited in cornerstones oi computing co~ranics so that future
generations ~uuld ~now wnat Americi was li~e in the early 70's.
A man
ia AustLalia wrote an approvinJ u~vi•2<'~, which lt.c~ hopei1 to yet publishPc1
in Data;nation (a bu:;incss comruter Day.tzir12).
.i.'nP computc~r science
d '"::!pur t :n en t at ~' u t J r ' ~; , l1 a v in .J ric :e eli up t n u L o o i\. , has in vi tG a l:1 e to
l .~ c t u r •2 · o n F G b 1 2 •
;.; n '-' n 1 a s .-;. ~ d t iH~ m ·w h y , t h ~' y .-5 ·3. i rl t L a. t 11 t .!:1 "~ y n e r,: d e d
to ]Gt th.~ Uc>.=>r 1 s r·oint ot vic~;." That g2ttinj to know the 11 US•?r" is
u, e i n d u s t r y 1 ;;; '.1 r 2 a t e s t p r o b l-2 ::rt , I k n o t1 • I n a t t it 2 y s n e r.t t o w an t t o do
so~;ethirq atout it,
I an, very hafpy.
If my book cc1n !1elp, I am har;pier
still.
:~oreov•.:r, i1 t.i18 tren:i. is actud.l, !iU;nanist::; m'l.y l>~.Jin to :Jet
b ~ t t G r ad v i c •2 :: r ~J n t h c i r co n ~) u t in J s e r v i c ,~ s , a n d t h us a v o i d c on tin u.11
uisaster.
r·ly

be:::~t

Cu~puterland,

(_:!

-v7--

fl .. ~~~
tuv-.J:..
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!lEAR LEEI)S'
THANI·< ~... ol_l 1••·'ERY t·1UCH FOR J:o I scuss I NG Lot-~BLEHS ""'I TH DR
REAGOR.
PERHAPS THE :BEST THING FOR HE-~D NDj.o.l IS TO REVIEj.o.~ MY
UNDERSTANDING OF THE ASECS-NEH PRELIMINARY REVIEW OF MY PROPOSAL TO
TOOL UP LSIB TO PRODUCE OTHER RESEARCH TOOLS' AND COMMUNICATE MY
REASONS FOR THINKING THE REVIE~ WENT WIDE CF THE MARK.
AT MLA PAUL
KDRSHIN RELAYED TO HE THE FCLLD~ING OBJECTIONS TO MY PROPOSAL
(ENCLOSED) :
1)
O::THE MOST SERIous)
LSI I: HAS ALREA:DY BEEN THE
RECIPIENT TO TWO GRANTS FROM NEH.
2)
THE PURPOSE OF THE RE~UEST
APPEARS TO :BE THE ENLARGEMENT CF LSIB AND INCOME FOR LA~RENCE.
3)
THE
LSIB INFORMATION RETRIEVAL SYSTEM IS OBSOLETE' RESULTING IN A HIGHER
COST PER ~UERY THAN SOME MORE MODERN SYSTEMS WOULD ENTAIL.
1)
BOTH PREVIOUS GRANTS WERE MATCHING GRANTS~
THE POLICY OF
CUTTING OFF PREVIOUS GRANTEES ~DUL:D SEEM TO HAKE LESS SENSE IN THIS
CASE :BECAUSE
THE PRIMARY GOAL CF THE PROPOSAL IS CHEAPER RESEARCH
TOOLS:
AN INDEX TO GENEST/S AccOUNT OF THE ENGLISH STAGE' A
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF 18TH CENTURY PLAYS' AND A CALENDAR OF PERFORMANCES ON
THE AMERICAN PROVINCIAL STAGES' 1776-1910.
THE INVESTIGATORS j.o.~ISH TO
USE COMPUTERS ANYHOW' AND THIS SOLUTION PREVENTS DUPLICATION OF EFFORT.

2)
GRANTED THAT ENLARGEMENT OF LSIB AND INCOME FOR LAWRENCE ARE
AN INEVITABLE :BY-PRODUCT CF THE PROPOSAL' THE COST OF THE RESEARCH
TOOLS IS STILL DRASTICALLY REDUCED' MAINLY BY THE USE OF AUTOMATIC
PHDTDCDMPCSITIDN INSTEAD OF CONVENTIONAL TYPESETTING (SEE ACCOMPANYING
PACKAR:D ARTICLE).
I THINK THE PROPOSAL SHOULD STAND DR FALL CN THIS
CLAIM.
IT IS ALSO A FACT THAT LAWRENCE HAS :BEEN VERY GENEROUS TO THE
PROJECT' GIVING US PERHAPS TEN TIMES MORE COMPUTER TIME THAN THE COSTSHARING :BU:DGET CALLED FOR' AN:D ALLDHING US TC TRANSFER UNUSED COSTSHARING FUNDS FOR E~UIPMENT TO THE E:DITING :BU:DGET.
A:D:DED TO THA!' THE
PROJECT HAS :BEEN A HEAVY LOAD FOR LAWRENCE COMPUTING SERVICES' AND IT
CANNOT :BE INCREASED UNLESS THERE IS SOME COMPENSATION.
3)

OUR SYSTEM CANNOT :BECOME OBSOLETE FROM ADVANCES IN HARDWARE'
CUR PROGRAMS ARE WRITTEN IN BASIC AND PL/1, ASSIDUOUSLY
SUPPORTED py DIGITAL E~UIPMENT.CCRPCRATiDN AN:D IBM, THE THO LEADING
COMPUTER MANUFACTURERS:
THERE IS NC CHANCE THAT EITHER WILL BUIL:D
COMPUTERS THAT ARE INCOMPATIBLE WITH THESE PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES' DR
THAT LAWRENCE WOULD BE SO FOOLHARDY AS TC BUY CD'PUTERS INCOMPATIBLE
j.o.IITH TEN YEARS PROGRAMMING WORK.
IF THE DEJECTION IS THAT OUR
INFORMATION SYSTEM IS NOT CONSTRUCTED ACCORDING TC THE MOST ADVANCE:D
PRINCIPLES OF DATA BASE ~ANAGEMENT (DBM), THERE IS A REASON FOR THAT'
TCD.
RECENTLY REID WATTS' PROGRAMMER-ANALYST FOR PHASE 2 CF LSIB, MA:DE
A STUDY CF THE FEASIBILITY CF USING A COMMERCIAL DBM SYSTEM FOR LSIB,
AS PART CF THE RE~UIREMENTS FOR AN ADVANCED DEGREE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE
AT KANSAS UNIVERSITY.
HE CCNCLU:DED THAT BECAUSE OF NECESSARY
REDUN:DANCIES IN CUR DATA BASE' WE WERE BETTER OFF WITH OUR CURRENT
BEC~VSE

2

SYSTEM.
A DBM SYSTEM
THE 22-PAGE REPORT IS
TEXT-HANDLING SYSTEM'
COMMUNICATIONS OF THE
PROFESSIONAL JOURNAL)
PUBLICATION.

WOULD COST TOO MUCH TO MOUNT' USE' AND MAINTAIN.
AVAILABLE ON RE~UEST.
SITAR, OUR INTERACTIVE
IT WOULD APPEAR' IS DEFINITELY NOT OBSOLETE.
ASSOCIATION FOR COMPUTER MAC~INERY (THE LEADING
HAS ACCEPTED OUR DESCRIPTION OF IT FOR

WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?
THIS PROPOSAL ASSUMES THAT AT LEAST
FOUR PROPOSALS WILL BE MADE TO NEH, ONE BY ME FOR NECESSARY HARDWARE'
AND THREE FROM INDEPENDENT SCHOLARS SEEKING TO USE THE FACILITY THUS
E::<PANI)EI).
You HAVE SUGGESTED THAT I AM NOT IN THIS CASE A TRUE
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR' AND THAT THE INDIVIDUAL PROJECTS SHOULD PAY FOR
THE HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE AT LAWRENCE.
IF THEY DO' I SEE TWO WAYS OF
PROCEEDING:
EITHER THESE PROJECTS APPLY JOINTLY' INCLUDING MY
HARDWARE/SOFTWARE BUDGET' DR EACH APPLIES SEPARATELY' EACH INCLUDING
THE TOTAL HARDWARE/SOFTWARE BUDGET' WITH THE STIPULATION THAT IF ANY OF
THE OTHER PROJECTS ARE FUNDED' THEY WILL SHARE THE COST OF THE LAWRENCE
FACILITY IN PROPORTION TO THE LOAD THEY WILL PUT ON IT.
WHICH IS BEST?
STATUS OF OTHER PROJEcTs:
MuRIEL FRIEDMAN' GENEST INDEx--PROPOSAL
COMPLETE (EXCEPT FOR LAWRENCE HARDWARE/SOFTWARE PROBLEM), SUBMITTED TO
ASECS, READY TO SUBMIT TO NEH.
MARK AUBURN' BIBLIOGRAPHY OF 18TH
PLA"·/s:
s:ouTHERN ILLINOIS PRESS HAS .:;IVEN HIM FATHER STRATMAN'"$
COMPLETED HANDLIST' CLERICS OF ST VIATOR WILL RELEASE FR STRATMAN'"S
COPIOUS FILE OF XEROXED TITLE PAGES TO HIM AS SOON AS THE PROVINCIAL OF
THE ORDER GIVES PERMISSION FOR HIM TO COMPLETE FR STRATMAN'S WORK.
MY
FRIEND IN THE ORDER SEES NO POSSIBLE REASON FOR WITHHOLDING THIS
PERMISSION' GIVEN MARK'"S EXCELLENT QUALIFICATIONS AND THE ORDER'S
DESIRE TO SEE FR STRATMAN'S WORK PUBLISHED.
3)
ALAN WooDS' CALENDAR
OF PERFORMANCES ON THE AMERICAN PROVINCIAL STAGES--APPROACHED ME
SEVERAL TIMES ABOUT THIS BEFORE I EVER THOUGHT OF USING THIS FACILITY
FOR OTHER RESEARCH TOOLS.
AsKED TO BE COUNTED IN ON THE PROPOSAL.
NoT
SI_IRE CF HIS PRESENT PRC•:;RESS TC~-.IARD A CONCRETE INI:•IVIDUAL PROPOSAL.
OTHER PROSPECTS: JoHN RoBINSON' INDEX TO BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ENGLISH
THEATRICAL LITERATI_IRE TO 1·'300; ~-~At·HS TO PROCEED' ALSO WANTS TO REJ..'ISE
THE PUBLISHED WORK.
ARTHUR SCOUTEN AND RoBERT HUME ARE PLANNING A
REVISION DR SUPPLEMENT TO PARTS ONE AND TWO CF THE LONDON STAGE--LSIB
CAN SAVE THEM LOTS OF TIME AND MONEY' BUT I HAVE NO COMMITMENT FROM
THEH.

c

WHAT METHOD OF FUNDING THESE PROPOSALS SHALL WE PURSUE?
FURT: iCr.' ADVICE HILL BE VERY I'-11_1CH APPREC It=tTED.

YoURS SINCERELY'
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Lot-~DON ST~=t(5E F'P.CJECT
LI"'WRENCE UNIVERSITY
APPLETCNJ WISC
54911
26 FE~R\...IARY 1976

DEAR Mt_IR I EL At-4D MARK'
Cot-~SUL TATICNS WITH THE VICE PRESII:•ENT FOP. ACADEMIC AFFAIRS AND THE
DIRECTOR CF COMPUTER SERVICES HERE HAVE LED TC THE FOLLOWING SOLUTION
OF LAWRENCE,- S CAP I TFtL EXPANS I CN PRC:P.LEH.
IF CHAP.6ES. TC YCIJ AND ,.1ARt<
ALtE:LlRN E6!LIAL CLIR CAPITAL EXPANSION COSTS' THEY WCN'.T ASK ANY MORE.
I
THEREFORE SLI:BHIT A P.EI.-·'ISED PRICE LIST DESIGt-~ED TC PP.CDUCE THE NEEDED
FLINDS AT THE At-10UNT OF USE YOU AND MAR+< PLAN TC t-1At<E OF CUP. SYSTEM:
IF
ONE PROJECT DO ESt-~.-· T GET FUNI:•ED' WE lr4 ILL HAI,.·'E TC TIJP.I'-4 I:•Cir4N THE OTHER.
WE HILL ALSO HAVE TC HAVE A CONTRACT WITH THE ADMINISTERING
INSTITUTIONS (KENNEDY-KING' Ai"4D DHIC :STATE) GUA-RANTEEING THE AMOUNT
:BUDGETED FOP. LAWP.ENCE COt-1PUTEP. SEP.V ICES' I t-4 THE EVENT THAT EITHER
PRINCIPAL INV~STIGATOR DOES NCT COMPLETE THE WOP.+<.
(WE WILL HAVE
P.OU•:;HT THE HARDWARE ON THE TRLIST OF GREAT EXPECTJI'!TIONS.)
TEP.MINAL
SERV'ICES AP.E CALCULATED FROM LAWRENCE'S pt_IP.LISHED RATES (COMPUTING' AT
LAWRENCE' 1'374) ; OTHEP. COMPIJT I NG SEP.V ICES ARE CALCJ_ILATED FROM THE RATES
PUP.LISHED IN LSIB NEwSLETTER No 6):

$

.01/ENTRY
• 005-,.-LINE
.02/ITEM

SORT ENTRIES ALPHA:P.ETICALLY
PRINT PP.OOF COPY
l'lAI·<E INDEX
EDIT TEXT WITH :SITAR TERMINAL
REt-4T TERMINAL
DISK SPACE
TERMINAL ACCESS TO COMPUTER
USE OF CENTP.AL PP.OCESSCR

12'5. 0 0-,.-MNTH
1.00/MONTH/P.LOCt<
4.00/HOUR
2'5. I) 0/HOt_lR

RENT-CRT TERMINAL
MAKE INDEX FOP. PHOTOCOMPOSITION

125.00/MCNTH
.03/ITEM

MuP.IEL FP.IEDHAN' INDEX
401),000 INDEX ENTP.IES:

TO

GENEST~s

AccouNT

MAKE PP.OOF INDEX
MAKE FINAL INDEX
EDIT CN LAWRENCE SYSTEM' ONE MONTH
4,000 P.LOC~S DISK SPACE
160 HOURS COMPUTER ACCESS
16 HOURS CENTRAL PP.OCESSOR
1 MONTH RENT CRT TEP.MINAL
ToTAL FOR FRIEDMAN

OF

THE

$8,1)00
:3, 000
4,000
640
400
12'5
2116'5

ENGLISH STAGE'

I·
,,-•

I'
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MARK Au~uRN' BIBLIOGRA~HY oF 18TH CENTURY PLAYS' 4,000 BI~LIOGRAPHICAL
ENTRIES' 40,000 LINES.OF TEXT' 132,000 INDEX ENTRIES:
SoRT ~IBLioG ENTRIEs
PRINT PROOF OF TEXT
:SoRT' ABSTRACT' Pf'I!INT PROOF INDEX
EDIT ON LAWfi'ENCE SYSTEM' 3 MONTHS
4,000 :BLOCKS DISK SPACE
480 HOURS COMPUTER ACCESS
48 HOURS CENTRAL PROCESSOR
3 MONTHS TERMINAL RENT
CONVERT TEXT FOR PHOTOCOMPOSITION
PRODUCE AND CONVERT FINAL INDEXES
TOTAL FOP. At_I:SURN
GRAND TOTAL

$40
200

2640
12000
1920

1200
:375
400
3960
~

~

RATES'
I AM ASSURED BY CUP D I PECTOP. OF COMPUTER SeP.V ICES'
ARE
MPET 'E ~ITH THOSE OFFERED BY OTHER UNIVEPSITIES AND BY
COMM ~~
HOUSES.
HOWEVER' RATES FOP. DISK SPACE WILL BE MUCH REDUCED
IF EITHEfl' OP. BOTH OF TWO THINGS HAPPEN:
1) ANOTHER PROJECT IJSES THE
SYSTEM AND SHARES THE COST FOP. HAP.Z:•WARE EX PANS I ON THAT SUCH Pf'I'OJECTS
ENTAIL; 2) lA1o-4R£NCE RECE JI..·'ES FUNDS FOP. THE NECESSARY HARDWARE FROM
ANOTHER GRANT APPLICATION RECENTLY SUBMITTED.
NEH HILL BE NOTIFIED OF
CHANGES IN OUR fi'ATE STRUCTURE' IF AND ~HEN EITHER OF THESE
EVENTUALITIES OCCUP.S.

~

I HAI..-'E HEARD t::lUOTATIONS OF ANYTHING; FROM $20 TO $5(1 PER PAGE FOR
SETTING TYPE ~y t-+At-4D FOR MULTI-FONT' HIGHLY-FORMATTED HOP.t-<:S.
1 HAVE
ALSO HEARD euoTATIONS
FROM 80 CENTS TO $3.50 FOR SETTING A PAGE BY
AUTOMATIC PHOTOCOMPS I NG FP.OH COHPI_ITER TAPE.
AT $3 0 ....-PAGE' IT M I •~HT COST
$30,(100 TO SET MARK'S BIBLIOGP.APHY AND INDEX BY HAND' AND PERHAPS
ANOTHER $20,1)0(1 FOR MUP.IEL'S INDEX.
THE SAVING IN PUBLISHING COSTS'
THEN' EASILY CANCELS OUT THE EXTRA COST OF f'P.ODt_tr=ING THESE P.ESEAP.Ci-t
TOOLS BY COMPUTER.
THE SAVING IN ERROP.S A~D SCHOLARS' TIME IS ALSO
Sio:;NIFICANT' AND THE INDE:x:ES WILL BE MUCH 1'10P.E E:>C:HAt_ISTJI..·'E THAN THOSE
USUALLY PP.ODUCED WITHOUT MACHINE ASSISTANCE.
ANOTHEP SAVING IS THAT
NEITHER fi'ESOUPCE HILL HAVE TO BE RETYPED INTO A COMPUTER (AS THE LONDON
STAGE HAD TO BE) TO GET ACCESS TO IT BY A MECHANICAL SYSTEM OF
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL.
ALL THESE SAVINGS Afi'E POSSIBLE ONLY IF THE THE
COMPUTER SYSTEM IN r:::!I_IESTION ALREADY EXISTS.
THEY WOULD BE r:::!UICHLY
E><:CEEDED IF ANOTHEP TEXT-PROCESSING AND INDEXIN•:; SYSTEM OF THE REE:.'UIRED
SOPHIST I CAT I ON HAD TO BE Z:•ES I •:;I'-~ ED AND IMPLEMENTED FOR THE .JO~.
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•::rote to say· tlJat f~c1 nedy-!\:inr: University 1-mn 1 t back her
fo?--rca-scns too <lifficult to ur>revel here. ':'hat leaYes you pretty nuch
out in the colu, unless #'.!. event on pace: 2 of my February 26 letter occurs;
Ln.VTcnce receives ::'unds for the necegsary hardvare fron n.'1other source~ Ue
1dll not l:.no1-r if our other application (to NSF) will be successful until
early in June.
SilJce this occurs after The Endot.T'!ent' s Hay 3 de!:!.dline,
you mic;ht sulun t a proposnl that is continr:ent on La'Wrencc bcint; funded.
,, Otherwise, 'l."ait and see. Since the cost for disk sp:1ce 1:-ould be r;::ost af/·
fected by this :f'undinr:;, I t.•ould reco:r~,end that we reduce this to 10 cents/
month/block. ~'his would reduce our charges to you to about ~:1n,ooo. Ter' ""'tnal rent and the terninal access fee :::dp:lJt as vell stay an they are,
\ because 1-~e uould have to buy a.'1other te!T'linal, PJld this ;muld just cover
it. '£he rest of the che.rges 1dll have to st11y as they are 'because they are
based on those of:'icie.lly ~'1nounced in our ;reF:oletter. This adjustment is
contiuGent o:u tLe Dew.1 1 s approvr~, vticb I ''ill relay to you as soon as I
:ns.ve it.
·--------I 111 be in Colu.":'.ous for .1\.lan Hoois 1 s.i1indir; l·iey 1. Hope I see you
the:;.. I also ho:1e ;;sp vill be: l:inu. ':hose who should Jr.now are opt ir:'istic.
Yours sincerely,

Een ~. Schneider, Jr.
Director
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MEMORANDUM
July 22, 1976
To:
From:

Mr. Schneider
Mr. Hall

Subject:

Your memo to Mr. Headrick of May 17, 1976 in re shielded cable to
Main Hall

This is written in response to your memo to Tom Headrick, a copy of which
Tom sent on to me with instructions to go ahead and put in cable for eight
terminals, to be paid for initially by London Stage, with non-London Stage
portion to be reimbursed from Computer Center budget in Fall, 1976.
This is to confirm that you and I have discussed this matter further, and
you have explored with technical experts the gain to your Project which
would be achieved by installing such cable. You have been advised, and
have advised me, that the gain to your Project would in fact be minimal
(and possibly zero) in terms of the problems identified in your memo to
Tom. Thus it is your present view that the cost of such cable for your
project would ~ be justified, at least at this time.
Since the cable would be intended primarily to meet your needs, I have
decided, as you know, that we will not proceed with its installation
at this time. Thus no costs will be incurred by either your Project or
the Center for this purpose for the indefinite ... future.
If I have misunderstood any aspect of this matter, or if you have any
questions with regard to it, please let me know.

cc: Mr. Headrick
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

The F<-<CUl ty

I'ROH:

Rik Warch

SUBJECT:

Some 1'.ecent Tdumphs

I wt'i te to shart! viith rrou some ne>Js t:egal'(.Hng :rourselt7eS:
(1) :P.,achel France and Bruce :Sr£.ek~nridge ha:..re each bL:en s<!le:cted to
p~!.'ticipate in a National :Sndnc1t:eut for tiu:s liumanii.:it:H S~;.:
Seminar,, lk<~hel n:U.1 :; .. attending the seminar nstabilit~f and ChatJ.ge:
:he En1.ig;ht(~ru:u~nt :i.n 18th Coent,n·y We'!!te!"n Eurcr:::" ccnd.:.J.t: i.:.:::d 'by Gi.:.;.B
E., Fello':vs, Avalon Foundatiou Prof~ssor Emeri.tus of Humaniti-es at
Columbia UtrLversity.,
Bru<::e ~.Jill Le attending "The 1t.edi~val \vorld
Vi.eu 11 semine.r conducted by Edt-rard Grantt Professor of History and
History of 3ai$nce at Indiana Univ~:rsity ..
(2.) G,Jo"i:gt:>
oi the

SaunrJ~c.,;:s

has been

Florf'Pt~e

Program for

St!lt.r~i;e:d

ti~ e

l;y the .1\Cr't as th~ Pesid~nt D:b7ector
1919-80 acade...o-uic :l""'a;.:,

nob ;:(osl::!nbt~:-:.:;5 has ;:een aac~ptte.d for a tt-1o-week $ummer institute at the
O<:'k Ridg.;: .A!:>socini.:ed Univ<::rsi d.es on "En~rgy Options for the Futu~:eo"
(': j Pi.::::d G<.:i.n~s

col12bor3tiv{-! pL~ce "A Ci7.'cle is tl:.c~ Sun" is being
ha:d.::.e:.c i.n !:::.:11:·.:.-::;c:!.:.c 2c 11 thc =~-nest original 't>10:d< to con;e o•J.t :;:;.f
the Children • s 'Jheatre Company in ;c<~TI)' :;;·e<.~.:cso n
1

,.' s ru:.'ny o:2 ;rGtt .:1~_-,o~.:l.:r kto•·;· 0 ,)en S(!hneidtir finished the
Proj(-:~t on April 3 f thereby missing his self .. irilposed de~a~.....,.n~,~"""'!'!..:~o..,t.,;..""
m.tbr,li!:t:tng ,cate:rials to thu publisher b:;,· a. scant. twenty-four hour;;.,
Congtr.tulations to Ben on the completion of that her<;ulean aas:f.gn.!.uent~
F~~ nnd hi. s l:;31:!1innl are now t.o'.king on the T..atrn:ence C•JU!'se Ca ta loge
(.) ~r.::~:!.;· ~~i:wu :.:e-.:;E,n:.::.Ly \!ion 1'.Dest in Shoi+l--f:i.bern ;,:i; a pap~r ... fioer
t~~hihition

sponsorEd by the Io-.va Cit:;r ..Johnson County Arts Counc:Hr.
shew included work done in a variety of medi.nms and was _tuds~~t
by Ge:t:ald Nm:dland~ Directol: of the 1-filw.aukee Art Ce1:ter ...
Tho;~

slw::'"'

t:~:Lth

Do let me know if th8>.:.e ts any other
the (:Ommunityo

L!t3':1S

of this sort that 1: may

C

!)

?J

Mr. Schneider
Mr. Povolny

lrfarch 13. 1980

The London Stage Information Bank
Dear Ben,
Many thanks for sharing with me your draft of the surrender
of the London Stage Information Bank. In principle, I am sorry
that you do not feel that Lawrence can hold onto that tremendous
piece of work, but in practice I have to sympathize with you and
our computer dilemma. The president wants to talk a little bit
more about it and I am certain that he will be in touch with you.
Cordially,

DRAFT
~/J
Your reactions, objections, observations will he welcome.· ~

The London Sta~e Information Rank
Lawrence University
Appleton, Wisconsin 54911
February 1980

NaMe
Address
Address

Dear Prospect,
I am writing to you as an information retrieval specialist [futeatre
histori~in hopes that you can help me to find a new home for The London
Stage Information Bank.
For several reasons continuing maintenance of this information service
at Lawrence University has become impractical. I will be teaching in London during the academic year 1980-81; I will be on sabbatical one term of
each year, starting this spring; I will retire in five years. Finally,
Lawrence University intends to stop buying time on the IBM 360 at a sister
institution on which our retrieval system is mounted. All Lawrence's data
processin~ will be transferred to its own PDP11, and PLl, the language in
which LSIB's retrieval software is written, will be poorly supported here.
To qualify as a new home for LSIB, an institution would have to provide
the following kinds of support:
1) A faculty member dedicated to and recognized as director of the
information service. His duties would consist of learning the potential uses of the data base, maintaining communication between LSIB and
the scholarly community, assisting potential users to find the best
match between their research needs and the capacities of the information system, correspondence with potential users, managing finances,
planning and supervising enhancements. This person should probably be
an 18th-century theatre historian, preferably one whose own work
involves him as a user, and one who either is familiar with computer
methods or wants to become familiar with them.
2) Computing support in the form of analysts and programmers who are
acquainted with information retrieval, and sufficient computer time for
the needs of LSIB. It would be a bi~ plus if the institution were
actively engaged in humanistic computer projects and contained a group
of experienced computing humanists.
The information base consists of a machine-readable facsimile of The
London Stage, 1660-1800, 11 volumes, 8026 pages--a daily calendar of who
played what in what theatre, with commentary--and programs to pre-process
and retrieve this information by actor, role, theatre, date, title, and
most imaginable combinations of these.
The programs for pre-processing the base and extracting items from it
are written in PLl. Another packa~e for editing the text and locatin~ any
word, phrase, or word root in the facsimile version is written in BASIC-

' .

Page 2

plus for use on a PDP11 computer. Since the PDP11 processes the text in
EBCDIC, transfer from one system to the other is no problem.
Any institution which houses LSIB will have to observe several constraints in the use of it:
1) The Southern Illinois University Press owns the copyright of the
facsimile version of the text used as the base for LSIB. Although SIU
has granted us the right to provide answers to the queries of individual scholars, no extraction of text or data may be published without
the consent of the Southern Illinois University Press. And of course,
any such publication will give credit to the source by means of a full
bibliographical citation. SIU press has expressed interest in publishing computer output microfiche editions of all role histories and actor
repertoires in the source.

2) The National Endowment for the Humanities, who largely funded the
project require that LSIB be administered according to the terms of
their grants to us, principally that information from LSIB be distributed to the scholarly community at cost. According to NEH rules, they
may also require a grantee to deliver to NEH at the cost of reproduction the code and documentation of any computer programs developed
under their funding (LSIB's programs were), and this right extends to
any government agency.
3) Lawrence University expects to be reimbursed for the cost of maintaining LSIB since the expiration of funding, and given credit as the
original sponsor of The London Stage project in any publications of or
about LSIB. Lawrence will also reserve the right to sell or otherwise
make available London Stage software to any persons, institutions, or
businesses who may desire to buy it. The institution that takes over
LSIB receives one copy of the software, which it may not reproduce
without permission of Lawrence University.
LSIB is a rich mine of information, not only for theatre historians but
also for historians, social historians, economic historians, musicologists,
and folklorists. If there is a possibility that your institution might be
interested in giving a home to LSIB, please let me know. I will be happy
to supply further details.
Yours sincerely,

Ben Ross Schneider, Jr
Department of English
Director
Copies to:
Mar Wrolstad, Rik Warch, Lee Ester, Mojmir Povolny, Davol
Meader, Fred Gaines, Jim Evans; Mr Walter Kent, Acting Director, Southern Illinois University Press, PO Box 3697, Carbondale, Illinois 62901;
Dean George Winchester Stone, Jr, 7205 Radnor Road, Bethesda, Maryland
20034; Mr George Farr, Division of Research Grants, National Endowment
for the Hu~anities, Washington, D C 20506; Mr Gerald Tyson, same address

M E M0 R A N D U M
TO: Lee Ester
DATE: 10 Mar 1980
FROM: Ben Schneider
SUBJECT~ London Stage Index makes Outstanding Academic Books list
Perhaps there is material here for one item in a story for the
alumni magazir1e on Main Hall's achievements in research, to go with
recent news of our research in science. The Preface to the Index to The
London Stage. 1660-1800 shows how many alums were involved in the project, both as editors and computer consultants. And of course, many of
our humanists have been honored recently by prestigious publication,
awards, exhibits, reviews, etc.
I called Lawrence Woods at Choice to find out the mechanics of
selecting titles for their Outstanding Academic Books list, He told me
that the six subject editors choose 600 books from the 6500 annually
reviewed by Choice.
200 publishers are represented in the field of
6500. Judgments are based on the Choice reviews with some corroboration
from reviews in other places. Harriet Tippet tells me that the list has
a substantial effect on library acquisitions.
The Choice review of the Index (enclosed), seems to indicate pretty
well why it was chosen. The reviewer's main point seems to be that it
makes a very rich source easily accessible for the first time. I find
it significant that he thinks it "demonstrates in vivid detail the great
value of computerization in organizing and printing such a mammoth
reference tool." Choice reviewers don't often consider acquisition
"obligatory" for college libraries.
Enclosures:

Review, Choice selection notice

/

Copies to: Mojmir Povolny, G Winchester Stone, Jr, Charles Beecher
Hogan, Arthur Scouten, Cathy Steiner, Ruth Steiner, Marc Weinberger,
Cathy Boggs, Joe Jacobs, Mike Hall

,

100 Riverview Center, Middletown, Connecticut 06457 Tel. (203) 347-6933
PUBLISHER: __~S~o~u~th~ern~_I~l~l~i=no~i=s~U~n=i~v~·~P~r~e~ss~----------------------------Outstanding Academic Books 1979
BOYLE:

JAMES JOYCE'S PAULINE VISION.
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INDEX TO ntE LONDON STAGE

.

$9.95
50.00
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SCH:'II"EIDER. Bm Ross. Index to Tire Londo• stage. 1660-1800, ed. by
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WilliaDI Van Lennep aiHI others. Southera Illinois, 1979. 939p
79-102.595. 50.00 ISBN 8-1093-0907-6 .
The monumentalll-volumc history and reference work Tl., London sta~.
1660-1800 (1960-68) represents the most important collaborative scholar·
s;hip on the 18th-century English theater yet undertaken, with the possible
exoeption or the same publisher's ongoing project. P.H. Highfill's A
biographical dictionary of actors. act,sses, musiciaiiS, dancers.
mQI4gers. Dnd othu stage perso1111el in Lotlllon. 1660-1800 (CHOICE.
Apr. 1974), whic:h was consulted for additional data in the seven-year
preparation of this index. The London stage. 35 years in the making. was
compiled by five eminent scholars, who, thanb to their calendar of
pcrformanc:c:s. make available to students and scholars information never
before retrievable in one place or io published Corm. (They have also
inspired numerous similar projects for other centuries in England and for
the US.) Although eac:h volume contains a limited index, the entire work
has not been easily ac:c:cssiblc until now. This exhaustive index provides a
ready guide to the information in the volumes in countless ways. The
magnitude or this undertaking is enormous (2S,oo0 entries that contain
over 500,000 references to the 8,026 pages of the series) and the results arc
spectacular, as was the project on whic:h the index is based. Schneider's
cffon demonstrates in vivid detail the great value of computerization in
organizing and printing suc:h a mammoth reference tool. The introduction
is a bonus--an intriguing outline of the index's progress, usc, the entering
of the text, and the designing of the retrieval programs (expanded upon in
Schneider's Travels in computer/and, 1974). Both The London stage and
its new index should be considered obligatory volumes for all good college
library collections.

Yes. We are interested in participating in the 1979 OAB display in New York
---at the ALA annual meeting, and will be sending review copies to the CHOICE
booth as per instructions.
No.

We are not interested in participating in the 1979 OAB display.

Contact person at your company:
Title:

Mr. James Simmons
Assistant Director

Address: ___s_r_u__P
__r_e_s_s_____P_._o_.__B
__o_x__3_6_9___
7 _______

Carbondale, IL 62901
Phone:--~61~82/~4~5~3~-~2~2~8~1~--77~~---------

A Publication of th~ Association of Coll~g~ and R~search Libraries
A Division of the American Library Association

•

Mr. Ester
Mr. Povolo.y

Mareh 17., 1980

Loa.don Staae Index

Dear Lee,
I viah wholeheartedly to eupport Mr. Sclmeider' • •vcseat101l
that the apec:ial honor which wa bestowed on hie Lond011 Stage llldu
when it JRade the Outstuding A.eadnic Books ltat ehould receift u
much publieity aa possible. I think that a etory 1a the AlumDi
Maa.uine would be splendid and it could be Rlarsed by reference• to
other work in our humanitiee divieion.

Yours,

ec:

Mr. Schneider

